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Dr Marie Tavinor

The ‘Potent Tate’ and the
An Insight into Taste and the Politics of Donation in Late Victorian England

 

The donation of the Tate collection to the Trustees of the National Gallery in 1889 and subsequent 
founding of the ‘National Gallery of British Art’ (today’s Tate Britain) is a well
features in every historical account of the museum, notably Frances Spalding’s.
generally introduce the figure of the Liverpudlian sugar magnate Henry Tate (1819
modern British painting and his patronage of John Everett Millais, among other well
his day. They also generally tackle 
National Gallery, and his battle to have a new building erected, which ended up on Millbank where 
Bentham’s Panopticon prison once dwelt, amidst celebrations of national glory.

This paper is less interested in repeating those facts than shedding light on the actual details of the 
negotiation which lasted between 1889 and 1892, with the subsequent opening of the new Gallery in 
1897. It offers to delve into the negotiations conducted betwe
National Gallery, and Her majesty’s Treasury under two governments to show that the shift from 
private to public ownership entailed a number of issues at the intersection of taste and politics.

Drawing from an array of primary sources including unpublished correspondence and newspaper 
cuttings, the proposed paper will use the Tate Donation as a case study to probe the difficulty of 
modern British painting to enter the museum canon. It also aims to point to the politicisati
donation in an increasingly democratic and literate context. While it is true that Henry Tate turned to 
the ‘public sphere’ to seek popular support for his scheme, realpolitik gave birth and shaped to the 
National Gallery of British Art. 

Dr Marie Tavinor studied British and American literature, culture and history in France before turning to 
the visual arts and focusing her interest on the development of the art market and art collections. She obtained 
her MA from the Institut d’Études Supérieure
dissertation on the politics of donations in late Victorian England. Her PhD at the Royal Holloway 
researched the consumption of British paintings at the Venice Biennale between 1895 and 1914 th
questioning the concept of ‘insularity’ attached to the diffusion of Victorian and Edwardian art. Over the past 
years, Marie has been a visiting lecturer at various Institutions, notably IESA (Paris, London) and has 
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Panel I | Birth Of The Museum 

 
 

Marie Tavinor (Christie’s Education London)  
 

The ‘Potent Tate’ and the Founding of the Tate Gallery: 
An Insight into Taste and the Politics of Donation in Late Victorian England

collection to the Trustees of the National Gallery in 1889 and subsequent 
founding of the ‘National Gallery of British Art’ (today’s Tate Britain) is a well
features in every historical account of the museum, notably Frances Spalding’s.
generally introduce the figure of the Liverpudlian sugar magnate Henry Tate (1819
modern British painting and his patronage of John Everett Millais, among other well
his day. They also generally tackle the difficulties he encountered to have his collection accepted by the 
National Gallery, and his battle to have a new building erected, which ended up on Millbank where 
Bentham’s Panopticon prison once dwelt, amidst celebrations of national glory.

er is less interested in repeating those facts than shedding light on the actual details of the 
negotiation which lasted between 1889 and 1892, with the subsequent opening of the new Gallery in 
1897. It offers to delve into the negotiations conducted between Henry Tate, the Trustees of the 
National Gallery, and Her majesty’s Treasury under two governments to show that the shift from 
private to public ownership entailed a number of issues at the intersection of taste and politics.

imary sources including unpublished correspondence and newspaper 
cuttings, the proposed paper will use the Tate Donation as a case study to probe the difficulty of 
modern British painting to enter the museum canon. It also aims to point to the politicisati
donation in an increasingly democratic and literate context. While it is true that Henry Tate turned to 
the ‘public sphere’ to seek popular support for his scheme, realpolitik gave birth and shaped to the 

studied British and American literature, culture and history in France before turning to 
the visual arts and focusing her interest on the development of the art market and art collections. She obtained 
her MA from the Institut d’Études Supérieures des Arts (IESA) and the University of Warwick and wrote her 
dissertation on the politics of donations in late Victorian England. Her PhD at the Royal Holloway 
researched the consumption of British paintings at the Venice Biennale between 1895 and 1914 th
questioning the concept of ‘insularity’ attached to the diffusion of Victorian and Edwardian art. Over the past 
years, Marie has been a visiting lecturer at various Institutions, notably IESA (Paris, London) and has 
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Founding of the Tate Gallery:  
An Insight into Taste and the Politics of Donation in Late Victorian England 

collection to the Trustees of the National Gallery in 1889 and subsequent 
founding of the ‘National Gallery of British Art’ (today’s Tate Britain) is a well-known episode which 
features in every historical account of the museum, notably Frances Spalding’s. These accounts 
generally introduce the figure of the Liverpudlian sugar magnate Henry Tate (1819-1899), his taste for 
modern British painting and his patronage of John Everett Millais, among other well-known artists of 

the difficulties he encountered to have his collection accepted by the 
National Gallery, and his battle to have a new building erected, which ended up on Millbank where 
Bentham’s Panopticon prison once dwelt, amidst celebrations of national glory. 

er is less interested in repeating those facts than shedding light on the actual details of the 
negotiation which lasted between 1889 and 1892, with the subsequent opening of the new Gallery in 

en Henry Tate, the Trustees of the 
National Gallery, and Her majesty’s Treasury under two governments to show that the shift from 
private to public ownership entailed a number of issues at the intersection of taste and politics. 

imary sources including unpublished correspondence and newspaper 
cuttings, the proposed paper will use the Tate Donation as a case study to probe the difficulty of 
modern British painting to enter the museum canon. It also aims to point to the politicisation of such 
donation in an increasingly democratic and literate context. While it is true that Henry Tate turned to 
the ‘public sphere’ to seek popular support for his scheme, realpolitik gave birth and shaped to the 

studied British and American literature, culture and history in France before turning to 
the visual arts and focusing her interest on the development of the art market and art collections. She obtained 

s des Arts (IESA) and the University of Warwick and wrote her 
dissertation on the politics of donations in late Victorian England. Her PhD at the Royal Holloway 
researched the consumption of British paintings at the Venice Biennale between 1895 and 1914 thereby 
questioning the concept of ‘insularity’ attached to the diffusion of Victorian and Edwardian art. Over the past 
years, Marie has been a visiting lecturer at various Institutions, notably IESA (Paris, London) and has 
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recently become a Lecturer at Chri

Margaret Iacono

Going Public: The Frick Collection’s Transformation from Private Home to House Museum

After Henry Clay Frick’s (1849–
that his art collection and home at 1 East 70th Street would be opened as a museum following his 
wife’s death. When Adelaide Howard Childs Frick’s passed away in October 1931, the mansion, built in 
1913–14 by Thomas Hastings (1860
convert it into a space suitable as a public institution. Significantly expanded by the architect John 
Russell Pope (1873–1937), the resulting building opened as The Frick Collection
the founder in his will—to a curious public on December 16, 1935.

As the mansion transformed in size and purpose, questions naturally arose regarding the preservation 
and display of Frick’s prominent collection. Would the building’s domestic 
Should Frick’s installations be maintained? What were the best methods for sharing information about 
the collection with the public? These and many of the other issues faced by the museum’s first trustees 
and staff are raised and debated in internal memos, meeting minutes and other records held in The 
Frick Art Collection and Frick Art Reference Library Archives.

Also fascinating is the initial response to Frick’s new museum by members of the press and public. 
Some applauded the novel manner of presentation like one reporter who noted, “The result is far 
removed in its quiet and reserved richness from the bleak atmosphere of the usual art gallery. One has 
rather the feeling of entering some private palace
few only.” Others failed to see the charm of displaying masterpieces of painting alongside historically 
important pieces of furniture and valuable works of decorative art. As another critic asserted, “No 
doubt the barriers protect the carved chests, the Renaissance chairs, and the sculptural bric
the prying hands of the curious, but unfortunately they completely sacrifice the paintings to these very 
minor works of art.” To remedy this he recommended, “putting the bric

In current times, the curators and other members of the Frick’s staff still deliberate over questions of 
display, often challenging in a space initially conceived as a domestic one. Methods of sharing 
information about collection objects, in ways that respect the quiet ambiance of a home, also require 
careful consideration. The museum’s exhibition roster continues to include temporary shows that 
engage with objects in the permanent collection, while new acquisitions
artistic interests and be consistent with his collection in terms of quality and excellence. Consequently, 
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recently become a Lecturer at Christie’s Education in London.  

 
 

Margaret Iacono (The Frick Collection, New York) 
 

Going Public: The Frick Collection’s Transformation from Private Home to House Museum

–1919) death on December 2, 1919, his last will and 
that his art collection and home at 1 East 70th Street would be opened as a museum following his 
wife’s death. When Adelaide Howard Childs Frick’s passed away in October 1931, the mansion, built in 

14 by Thomas Hastings (1860–1929), of Carrère and Hastings, underwent further construction to 
convert it into a space suitable as a public institution. Significantly expanded by the architect John 

1937), the resulting building opened as The Frick Collection
to a curious public on December 16, 1935. 

As the mansion transformed in size and purpose, questions naturally arose regarding the preservation 
and display of Frick’s prominent collection. Would the building’s domestic 
Should Frick’s installations be maintained? What were the best methods for sharing information about 
the collection with the public? These and many of the other issues faced by the museum’s first trustees 

bated in internal memos, meeting minutes and other records held in The 
Frick Art Collection and Frick Art Reference Library Archives. 

Also fascinating is the initial response to Frick’s new museum by members of the press and public. 
l manner of presentation like one reporter who noted, “The result is far 

removed in its quiet and reserved richness from the bleak atmosphere of the usual art gallery. One has 
rather the feeling of entering some private palace—as indeed this is—designed fo
few only.” Others failed to see the charm of displaying masterpieces of painting alongside historically 
important pieces of furniture and valuable works of decorative art. As another critic asserted, “No 

he carved chests, the Renaissance chairs, and the sculptural bric
the prying hands of the curious, but unfortunately they completely sacrifice the paintings to these very 
minor works of art.” To remedy this he recommended, “putting the bric-a-brac down in the cellar.”

In current times, the curators and other members of the Frick’s staff still deliberate over questions of 
display, often challenging in a space initially conceived as a domestic one. Methods of sharing 

objects, in ways that respect the quiet ambiance of a home, also require 
careful consideration. The museum’s exhibition roster continues to include temporary shows that 
engage with objects in the permanent collection, while new acquisitions must speak to t
artistic interests and be consistent with his collection in terms of quality and excellence. Consequently, 
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The Frick Collection, New York)  

Going Public: The Frick Collection’s Transformation from Private Home to House Museum 

1919) death on December 2, 1919, his last will and testament revealed 
that his art collection and home at 1 East 70th Street would be opened as a museum following his 
wife’s death. When Adelaide Howard Childs Frick’s passed away in October 1931, the mansion, built in 

of Carrère and Hastings, underwent further construction to 
convert it into a space suitable as a public institution. Significantly expanded by the architect John 

1937), the resulting building opened as The Frick Collection—its name specified by 

As the mansion transformed in size and purpose, questions naturally arose regarding the preservation 
and display of Frick’s prominent collection. Would the building’s domestic character be preserved? 
Should Frick’s installations be maintained? What were the best methods for sharing information about 
the collection with the public? These and many of the other issues faced by the museum’s first trustees 

bated in internal memos, meeting minutes and other records held in The 

Also fascinating is the initial response to Frick’s new museum by members of the press and public. 
l manner of presentation like one reporter who noted, “The result is far 

removed in its quiet and reserved richness from the bleak atmosphere of the usual art gallery. One has 
designed for the eyes of a favored 

few only.” Others failed to see the charm of displaying masterpieces of painting alongside historically 
important pieces of furniture and valuable works of decorative art. As another critic asserted, “No 

he carved chests, the Renaissance chairs, and the sculptural bric-a-brac from 
the prying hands of the curious, but unfortunately they completely sacrifice the paintings to these very 

rac down in the cellar.” 

In current times, the curators and other members of the Frick’s staff still deliberate over questions of 
display, often challenging in a space initially conceived as a domestic one. Methods of sharing 

objects, in ways that respect the quiet ambiance of a home, also require 
careful consideration. The museum’s exhibition roster continues to include temporary shows that 

must speak to the founder’s 
artistic interests and be consistent with his collection in terms of quality and excellence. Consequently, 
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although he has been gone for almost 100 years, Frick is very much present in the museum which was 
once his home. 

 
Margaret Iacono is Associate Research Curator at The Frick Collection, where she has worked on numerous 
exhibitions and authored scholarly publications including exhibition catalogues, collection handbooks, and 
independent articles. Her areas of interest include northern Europ
centuries and the history of collecting. She recently published the article “Charles Stewart Carstairs and 
Pissarro’s Côte des Boeufs at L’Hermitage: Model of Magnanimity or Marketing Strategy?” in The 
Burlington Magazine in August 2016 and “A Dealer Collects: Reconstructing Charles Stewart Carstairs’s 
Private Art Collection,” published online in 2016 in the Journal of the History of Collections, with a print 
copy to follow in 2017. Other publications include “He
Museum,” in The Frick Collection: Art Treasures in New York (2015); Master Drawings from The 
Courtauld Gallery (co-author, 2012), Rembrandt and His School: Masterworks from the Frick and Lugt 
Collections (co-author 2011), Masterpieces of European Painting from the Norton Simon Museum (2009), 
Masterpieces of European Painting from The Cleveland Museum of Art (co
Collection: An Illustrated Catalogue. Volume 9: Drawings, Prints, and Later

Most recently she organized Vermeer, Rembrandt, and Hals: Masterpieces of Dutch Painting from the 
Mauritshuis (October 2013 to January 2014), and also served as the Frick coordinator for The Frick 
Collection: Art Treasures in New York, held at the Mauritshuis, The Hague (February 5 to May 10, 2015). 
She is presently at work on a biography on the art dealer Charles S. Carstairs of M. Knoedler & Co. for which 
she has received grant awards from The Getty Research Inst
Memorial Scholarship from The Burlington Magazine.
 

Helen Glaister

From Buxted Park to South Kensington and Beyond: The Ionides Collection of Chinese Export Porcelain

The Basil Ionides Bequest of Chinese export porcelain at the V&A is little know but once constituted 
the largest single body of work of its kind. As architect and interior designer, Ionides was personally 
involved not only with shaping the original collection but c
This paper will chart the transmission of this distinctive collection from the private country estate of 
Buxted Park, Sussex, to the galleries of South Kensington and beyond.

Accumulated during the second quarter
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although he has been gone for almost 100 years, Frick is very much present in the museum which was 

sociate Research Curator at The Frick Collection, where she has worked on numerous 
exhibitions and authored scholarly publications including exhibition catalogues, collection handbooks, and 
independent articles. Her areas of interest include northern European painting of the fifteenth to seventeenth 
centuries and the history of collecting. She recently published the article “Charles Stewart Carstairs and 
Pissarro’s Côte des Boeufs at L’Hermitage: Model of Magnanimity or Marketing Strategy?” in The 

n Magazine in August 2016 and “A Dealer Collects: Reconstructing Charles Stewart Carstairs’s 
Private Art Collection,” published online in 2016 in the Journal of the History of Collections, with a print 
copy to follow in 2017. Other publications include “Henry Clay Frick: The Man, the Collector, the 
Museum,” in The Frick Collection: Art Treasures in New York (2015); Master Drawings from The 

author, 2012), Rembrandt and His School: Masterworks from the Frick and Lugt 
or 2011), Masterpieces of European Painting from the Norton Simon Museum (2009), 

Masterpieces of European Painting from The Cleveland Museum of Art (co-author, 2006), and The Frick 
Collection: An Illustrated Catalogue. Volume 9: Drawings, Prints, and Later Acquisitions (co

Most recently she organized Vermeer, Rembrandt, and Hals: Masterpieces of Dutch Painting from the 
Mauritshuis (October 2013 to January 2014), and also served as the Frick coordinator for The Frick 

Treasures in New York, held at the Mauritshuis, The Hague (February 5 to May 10, 2015). 
She is presently at work on a biography on the art dealer Charles S. Carstairs of M. Knoedler & Co. for which 
she has received grant awards from The Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles and a Francis Haskell 
Memorial Scholarship from The Burlington Magazine. 

Helen Glaister (Victoria & Albert Museum, London) 
 

From Buxted Park to South Kensington and Beyond: The Ionides Collection of Chinese Export Porcelain

Ionides Bequest of Chinese export porcelain at the V&A is little know but once constituted 
the largest single body of work of its kind. As architect and interior designer, Ionides was personally 
involved not only with shaping the original collection but creating the display of objects in his home. 
This paper will chart the transmission of this distinctive collection from the private country estate of 
Buxted Park, Sussex, to the galleries of South Kensington and beyond. 

Accumulated during the second quarter of the twentieth century, at a time when many private estates 
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although he has been gone for almost 100 years, Frick is very much present in the museum which was 

sociate Research Curator at The Frick Collection, where she has worked on numerous 
exhibitions and authored scholarly publications including exhibition catalogues, collection handbooks, and 

ean painting of the fifteenth to seventeenth 
centuries and the history of collecting. She recently published the article “Charles Stewart Carstairs and 
Pissarro’s Côte des Boeufs at L’Hermitage: Model of Magnanimity or Marketing Strategy?” in The 

n Magazine in August 2016 and “A Dealer Collects: Reconstructing Charles Stewart Carstairs’s 
Private Art Collection,” published online in 2016 in the Journal of the History of Collections, with a print 

nry Clay Frick: The Man, the Collector, the 
Museum,” in The Frick Collection: Art Treasures in New York (2015); Master Drawings from The 

author, 2012), Rembrandt and His School: Masterworks from the Frick and Lugt 
or 2011), Masterpieces of European Painting from the Norton Simon Museum (2009), 

author, 2006), and The Frick 
Acquisitions (co-author, 2003).   

Most recently she organized Vermeer, Rembrandt, and Hals: Masterpieces of Dutch Painting from the 
Mauritshuis (October 2013 to January 2014), and also served as the Frick coordinator for The Frick 

Treasures in New York, held at the Mauritshuis, The Hague (February 5 to May 10, 2015). 
She is presently at work on a biography on the art dealer Charles S. Carstairs of M. Knoedler & Co. for which 

itute in Los Angeles and a Francis Haskell 

(Victoria & Albert Museum, London)  

From Buxted Park to South Kensington and Beyond: The Ionides Collection of Chinese Export Porcelain 

Ionides Bequest of Chinese export porcelain at the V&A is little know but once constituted 
the largest single body of work of its kind. As architect and interior designer, Ionides was personally 

reating the display of objects in his home. 
This paper will chart the transmission of this distinctive collection from the private country estate of 

of the twentieth century, at a time when many private estates 
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Panel II |

were being broken up, the Basil Ionides Bequest was initially welcomed by V&A Director, Leigh 
Ashton, in 1950. However, it is clear from the museum archives that the collection divided opinion 
amongst museum experts and the accession of objects in 1951 and 1963 was complex and protracted. 
Furthermore, objects were subdivided upon entry to the museum between the primary Ceramics 
Collection, to be housed at South Kensington, and the Circulation De
reach of the V&A across the United Kingdom.

The division of the collection did not end there; a further twenty five pieces were selected by the British 
Museum in 1963, known at that museum as the Nellie Ionides Bequest after hi
being sold over four sales at Sotheby’s in 1963 and 1964. The fragmentation of the collection and 
ambiguity of the original bequest highlight the problematic nature of definition, blurring the boundaries 
of the original collection and the role of husband and wife.

This paper will examine the collecting practices of museum experts and the crucial choices made in the 
selection and validation of individual pieces, creating new identifies and ‘micro
original core. The display and interpretation of objects at South Kensington will be contrasted with 
pieces destined for regional museums and art schools across the country. Furthermore, photographic 
sources from The Country Life Photographic Archive offer valuable insights
Buxted and the original intentions of the collector/designer. In the context of the museum, objects will 
be situated in relation to others in the national collection, indicating the potential for fresh readings in 
multiple settings. 

Helen Glaister is the Course Director at the V&
Bridging the worlds of museums and academia, Helen’s career has included positions at the British Museum, 
Birkbeck College, the Percival David Foundation and SOAS before she joined the V&A in 2006. Her 
current research combines an interest in Chinese art objects and their transmission to Western museum 
collections. Her thesis questions the role of the private collector and national museum in shaping art historical 
discourse. 

 

Nichole Cochrane

Ancient Sculpture and the Narratives of Collecting: (Re)Contextualizing Museum Space

For much of the eighteenth century England’s cultural and financial elite devoted much of their 
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Panel II | Legacy Through Display:  
From Private To Public 

were being broken up, the Basil Ionides Bequest was initially welcomed by V&A Director, Leigh 
Ashton, in 1950. However, it is clear from the museum archives that the collection divided opinion 
amongst museum experts and the accession of objects in 1951 and 1963 was complex and protracted. 
Furthermore, objects were subdivided upon entry to the museum between the primary Ceramics 
Collection, to be housed at South Kensington, and the Circulation Department, which extended the 
reach of the V&A across the United Kingdom. 

The division of the collection did not end there; a further twenty five pieces were selected by the British 
Museum in 1963, known at that museum as the Nellie Ionides Bequest after hi
being sold over four sales at Sotheby’s in 1963 and 1964. The fragmentation of the collection and 
ambiguity of the original bequest highlight the problematic nature of definition, blurring the boundaries 

the role of husband and wife. 

This paper will examine the collecting practices of museum experts and the crucial choices made in the 
selection and validation of individual pieces, creating new identifies and ‘micro

interpretation of objects at South Kensington will be contrasted with 
pieces destined for regional museums and art schools across the country. Furthermore, photographic 
sources from The Country Life Photographic Archive offer valuable insights to the display of objects at 
Buxted and the original intentions of the collector/designer. In the context of the museum, objects will 
be situated in relation to others in the national collection, indicating the potential for fresh readings in 

is the Course Director at the V&A Arts of Asia Course and PhD Candidate at SOAS. 
Bridging the worlds of museums and academia, Helen’s career has included positions at the British Museum, 
Birkbeck College, the Percival David Foundation and SOAS before she joined the V&A in 2006. Her 

nt research combines an interest in Chinese art objects and their transmission to Western museum 
collections. Her thesis questions the role of the private collector and national museum in shaping art historical 

 
 

Nichole Cochrane (University of Hull, UK) 
 

Ancient Sculpture and the Narratives of Collecting: (Re)Contextualizing Museum Space

For much of the eighteenth century England’s cultural and financial elite devoted much of their 
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were being broken up, the Basil Ionides Bequest was initially welcomed by V&A Director, Leigh 
Ashton, in 1950. However, it is clear from the museum archives that the collection divided opinion 
amongst museum experts and the accession of objects in 1951 and 1963 was complex and protracted. 
Furthermore, objects were subdivided upon entry to the museum between the primary Ceramics 

partment, which extended the 

The division of the collection did not end there; a further twenty five pieces were selected by the British 
Museum in 1963, known at that museum as the Nellie Ionides Bequest after his wife, the remainder 
being sold over four sales at Sotheby’s in 1963 and 1964. The fragmentation of the collection and 
ambiguity of the original bequest highlight the problematic nature of definition, blurring the boundaries 

This paper will examine the collecting practices of museum experts and the crucial choices made in the 
selection and validation of individual pieces, creating new identifies and ‘micro-collections’ from the 

interpretation of objects at South Kensington will be contrasted with 
pieces destined for regional museums and art schools across the country. Furthermore, photographic 

to the display of objects at 
Buxted and the original intentions of the collector/designer. In the context of the museum, objects will 
be situated in relation to others in the national collection, indicating the potential for fresh readings in 

A Arts of Asia Course and PhD Candidate at SOAS. 
Bridging the worlds of museums and academia, Helen’s career has included positions at the British Museum, 
Birkbeck College, the Percival David Foundation and SOAS before she joined the V&A in 2006. Her 

nt research combines an interest in Chinese art objects and their transmission to Western museum 
collections. Her thesis questions the role of the private collector and national museum in shaping art historical 

Ancient Sculpture and the Narratives of Collecting: (Re)Contextualizing Museum Space 

For much of the eighteenth century England’s cultural and financial elite devoted much of their 
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collecting activities to the acquisition of ancient sculpture t
sales of the nobility in Italy. Country houses such as Newby Hall and Chatsworth House as well as the 
London townhouses of metropolitan collectors caused the cultivation of collections as a staple of elite 
male activity. However, by the nineteenth century many of these works of art dominated the public 
exhibition spaces of the ever-expanding museum culture. These spaces aimed to present the ancient 
world in an aesthetically pure setting 
blocked backgrounds of the museum gallery. But what of those earlier ‘private’ display spaces of the 
collector remained imbedded within the display?

The art and material culture of the ancient world occupies a special space i
both art and history, and engaging debates on space, context and display. Analyzing sculpture and its 
reception as a dialogical process, which originates with the collector, my paper will help to understand 
the alienation and appropriation of ancient art, and the complex implications this has for modern 
museums, arguing that the collector imbued their objects with
alienating from their original contexts and redefining to the identity of the 

In my paper I will utilise inter-disciplinary studies of art history, classical reception and heritage studies 
to compare and contrast the ideas of private and public sculpture display. It will make use of examples 
of collectors who curated and displayed ancient sculpture in purpose built spaces such as Thomas Hope 
(1769-1831), Charles Townley (1737
on become a part of the display spaces of public museums. By introducing new theoretical
for the analysis of space and context, I will shed new light on the way we understand and interpret the 
museum gallery, arguing that the narrative of the collector continued to have an important, yet 
overlooked, effect on the way we understand 

Nichole Cochrane completed her BA
2013. She went on to study a Masters by Research in Classical Reception at Royal Holloway, University of 
London, where she received the Classics Department Scholarship. In 2014 she started her PhD as part of the 
AHRC Heritage Consortium, based at the University of Hull. Her thesis researches the legacies of collecting 
imbedded in the display of ancient sculpture in English Muse
John Soane House Museum and the Fitzwilliam Museum she will be analysing the process of transition from 
‘private’ to ‘public’ collection and the legacies and narratives that collecting embeds within the museum a
display context. She is a member of the Association of Art Historians, College Art Association and British 
Association of Victorian Studies. 

Alison Clarke (University of Liverpool, UK / National Gallery London)
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collecting activities to the acquisition of ancient sculpture through the constant excavations and the 
sales of the nobility in Italy. Country houses such as Newby Hall and Chatsworth House as well as the 
London townhouses of metropolitan collectors caused the cultivation of collections as a staple of elite 

ity. However, by the nineteenth century many of these works of art dominated the public 
expanding museum culture. These spaces aimed to present the ancient 

world in an aesthetically pure setting – contextually neutral, placed on pedestals before the colour
blocked backgrounds of the museum gallery. But what of those earlier ‘private’ display spaces of the 
collector remained imbedded within the display? 

The art and material culture of the ancient world occupies a special space in museum display, straddling 
both art and history, and engaging debates on space, context and display. Analyzing sculpture and its 
reception as a dialogical process, which originates with the collector, my paper will help to understand 

ppropriation of ancient art, and the complex implications this has for modern 
museums, arguing that the collector imbued their objects with personal narratives and associations, 
alienating from their original contexts and redefining to the identity of the collector.

disciplinary studies of art history, classical reception and heritage studies 
to compare and contrast the ideas of private and public sculpture display. It will make use of examples 

displayed ancient sculpture in purpose built spaces such as Thomas Hope 
1831), Charles Townley (1737-1805) and John Soane (1753-1837), whose collections would go 

on become a part of the display spaces of public museums. By introducing new theoretical
for the analysis of space and context, I will shed new light on the way we understand and interpret the 
museum gallery, arguing that the narrative of the collector continued to have an important, yet 
overlooked, effect on the way we understand the art of the ancient world. 

completed her BA (Hons) in Classics and Egyptology from the University of Swansea in 
2013. She went on to study a Masters by Research in Classical Reception at Royal Holloway, University of 

eceived the Classics Department Scholarship. In 2014 she started her PhD as part of the 
AHRC Heritage Consortium, based at the University of Hull. Her thesis researches the legacies of collecting 
imbedded in the display of ancient sculpture in English Museums. Focusing on the British Museum, the Sir 
John Soane House Museum and the Fitzwilliam Museum she will be analysing the process of transition from 
‘private’ to ‘public’ collection and the legacies and narratives that collecting embeds within the museum a
display context. She is a member of the Association of Art Historians, College Art Association and British 

 
 

(University of Liverpool, UK / National Gallery London)
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hrough the constant excavations and the 
sales of the nobility in Italy. Country houses such as Newby Hall and Chatsworth House as well as the 
London townhouses of metropolitan collectors caused the cultivation of collections as a staple of elite 

ity. However, by the nineteenth century many of these works of art dominated the public 
expanding museum culture. These spaces aimed to present the ancient 

on pedestals before the colour-
blocked backgrounds of the museum gallery. But what of those earlier ‘private’ display spaces of the 

n museum display, straddling 
both art and history, and engaging debates on space, context and display. Analyzing sculpture and its 
reception as a dialogical process, which originates with the collector, my paper will help to understand 

ppropriation of ancient art, and the complex implications this has for modern 
personal narratives and associations, 

collector. 

disciplinary studies of art history, classical reception and heritage studies 
to compare and contrast the ideas of private and public sculpture display. It will make use of examples 

displayed ancient sculpture in purpose built spaces such as Thomas Hope 
1837), whose collections would go 

on become a part of the display spaces of public museums. By introducing new theoretical frameworks 
for the analysis of space and context, I will shed new light on the way we understand and interpret the 
museum gallery, arguing that the narrative of the collector continued to have an important, yet 

(Hons) in Classics and Egyptology from the University of Swansea in 
2013. She went on to study a Masters by Research in Classical Reception at Royal Holloway, University of 

eceived the Classics Department Scholarship. In 2014 she started her PhD as part of the 
AHRC Heritage Consortium, based at the University of Hull. Her thesis researches the legacies of collecting 

ums. Focusing on the British Museum, the Sir 
John Soane House Museum and the Fitzwilliam Museum she will be analysing the process of transition from 
‘private’ to ‘public’ collection and the legacies and narratives that collecting embeds within the museum and 
display context. She is a member of the Association of Art Historians, College Art Association and British 

(University of Liverpool, UK / National Gallery London) 
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Pure Eighteenth-Century Art Unspoiled 
The Agnew’s Exhibitions of the Frick Fragonards

In 1898, British art dealers Agnew’s achieved a notable coup: the acquisition of a series of canvases by 
French painter Jean-Honoré Fragonard known as ‘The Progress of L
international attention both for the high price paid and for the perceived quality of the pictures, which 
was strongly associated with their impeccable provenance. From Agnew’s, the artworks passed into the 
collection of John Pierpont Morgan and, on Morgan’s death, to Henry Clay Frick via dealer Joseph 
Duveen. Morgan had a room specially constructed for the works in his Prince’s Gate house; similarly, 
when the paintings were acquired by Frick, they were put on display in the ded
in which they remain today. 

However, while the display of these paintings in the context of a historic interior by both Morgan and 
Frick has received detailed attention,1 the innovative nature of their previous exhibition by Agnew’s h
so far been overlooked by scholars. On their arrival in England, the paintings were twice put on public 
display at the firm’s Old Bond Street galleries, which were swathed in green and white drapery 
specifically chosen to evoke the private eighteenth
executed. It is evident from the reaction of contemporary observers that this was a new and unusual 
step in the display of such works: the Art Journal, for example, wrote that ‘The Fragonard Room at the 
galleries of Messrs. Agnew will long be remembered. The room in which the panels hang has been 
transformed to make the proper setting, and it is hard to keep from rubbing one’s eyes after leaving 
nineteenth-century Bond Street’.2 While such historical displays wer
collectors, it appears that dealers had not previously adopted such methods.

In this paper, I will argue that it was the increased sense of authenticity that appealed to contemporary 
observers, who believed that it was easier to unde
when these were displayed in a historically nuanced setting. The conventional Bond Street display acted 
as a barrier between the viewer and the art, breaking the illusion that both existed in the same
chronological space. In contrast, the Fragonard exhibition aimed to create the illusion of a private 
dwelling within the context of a public gallery, blurring the lines between private and public spheres and 
partially acting to erase commercial associatio
previous home of the paintings also worked to cement the unblemished provenance of such works in 
the minds of potential buyers. In particular, I see Agnew’s as paving the way for the future display of 
these Fragonard works in private hands, given that their period
enthusiastically by both Morgan and Frick.

Alison Clarke is entering the third year of an AHRC
PhD at the University of Liverpool and the National Gallery. Her research focuses on the comparison between 
British art dealers Agnew’s and the National Gallery as centr
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Century Art Unspoiled by any Element Foreign to its Nature: 
The Agnew’s Exhibitions of the Frick Fragonards 

In 1898, British art dealers Agnew’s achieved a notable coup: the acquisition of a series of canvases by 
Honoré Fragonard known as ‘The Progress of Love’. The purchase attracted 

international attention both for the high price paid and for the perceived quality of the pictures, which 
was strongly associated with their impeccable provenance. From Agnew’s, the artworks passed into the 

ierpont Morgan and, on Morgan’s death, to Henry Clay Frick via dealer Joseph 
Duveen. Morgan had a room specially constructed for the works in his Prince’s Gate house; similarly, 
when the paintings were acquired by Frick, they were put on display in the ded

However, while the display of these paintings in the context of a historic interior by both Morgan and 
Frick has received detailed attention,1 the innovative nature of their previous exhibition by Agnew’s h
so far been overlooked by scholars. On their arrival in England, the paintings were twice put on public 
display at the firm’s Old Bond Street galleries, which were swathed in green and white drapery 
specifically chosen to evoke the private eighteenth-century home for which the pictures were first 
executed. It is evident from the reaction of contemporary observers that this was a new and unusual 
step in the display of such works: the Art Journal, for example, wrote that ‘The Fragonard Room at the 

s of Messrs. Agnew will long be remembered. The room in which the panels hang has been 
transformed to make the proper setting, and it is hard to keep from rubbing one’s eyes after leaving 

century Bond Street’.2 While such historical displays were already common among 
collectors, it appears that dealers had not previously adopted such methods. 

In this paper, I will argue that it was the increased sense of authenticity that appealed to contemporary 
observers, who believed that it was easier to understand an artist’s original intentions behind paintings 
when these were displayed in a historically nuanced setting. The conventional Bond Street display acted 
as a barrier between the viewer and the art, breaking the illusion that both existed in the same
chronological space. In contrast, the Fragonard exhibition aimed to create the illusion of a private 
dwelling within the context of a public gallery, blurring the lines between private and public spheres and 
partially acting to erase commercial associations. The adoption of a display made to resemble the 
previous home of the paintings also worked to cement the unblemished provenance of such works in 
the minds of potential buyers. In particular, I see Agnew’s as paving the way for the future display of 

e Fragonard works in private hands, given that their period-room setting was later adopted so 
enthusiastically by both Morgan and Frick. 

is entering the third year of an AHRC-funded Collaborative Doctoral Partnership (CDP) 
PhD at the University of Liverpool and the National Gallery. Her research focuses on the comparison between 
British art dealers Agnew’s and the National Gallery as centres of expertise in the period 1874
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by any Element Foreign to its Nature:  

In 1898, British art dealers Agnew’s achieved a notable coup: the acquisition of a series of canvases by 
ove’. The purchase attracted 

international attention both for the high price paid and for the perceived quality of the pictures, which 
was strongly associated with their impeccable provenance. From Agnew’s, the artworks passed into the 

ierpont Morgan and, on Morgan’s death, to Henry Clay Frick via dealer Joseph 
Duveen. Morgan had a room specially constructed for the works in his Prince’s Gate house; similarly, 
when the paintings were acquired by Frick, they were put on display in the dedicated Fragonard Room 

However, while the display of these paintings in the context of a historic interior by both Morgan and 
Frick has received detailed attention,1 the innovative nature of their previous exhibition by Agnew’s has 
so far been overlooked by scholars. On their arrival in England, the paintings were twice put on public 
display at the firm’s Old Bond Street galleries, which were swathed in green and white drapery 

ntury home for which the pictures were first 
executed. It is evident from the reaction of contemporary observers that this was a new and unusual 
step in the display of such works: the Art Journal, for example, wrote that ‘The Fragonard Room at the 

s of Messrs. Agnew will long be remembered. The room in which the panels hang has been 
transformed to make the proper setting, and it is hard to keep from rubbing one’s eyes after leaving 

e already common among 

In this paper, I will argue that it was the increased sense of authenticity that appealed to contemporary 
rstand an artist’s original intentions behind paintings 

when these were displayed in a historically nuanced setting. The conventional Bond Street display acted 
as a barrier between the viewer and the art, breaking the illusion that both existed in the same 
chronological space. In contrast, the Fragonard exhibition aimed to create the illusion of a private 
dwelling within the context of a public gallery, blurring the lines between private and public spheres and 

ns. The adoption of a display made to resemble the 
previous home of the paintings also worked to cement the unblemished provenance of such works in 
the minds of potential buyers. In particular, I see Agnew’s as paving the way for the future display of 

room setting was later adopted so 

funded Collaborative Doctoral Partnership (CDP) 
PhD at the University of Liverpool and the National Gallery. Her research focuses on the comparison between 

es of expertise in the period 1874-1916, 
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touching on interdisciplinary issues such as connoisseurship, reputation, display and professional identity. 
Having previously worked as a translator from French and Italian, Alison achieved a Distinction in her 
AHRC-funded MA in Art History, Curatorship and Renaissance Culture at the Warburg Institute in 2014. 
She completed a two-month fellowship at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin, 
funded through the AHRC’s International Placement Scheme
funding from the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art and the 
Yale Center for British Art. 

Isobel MacDonald

Tracing the Development of The Burrell Collection from Deed of Gift (1944) 

In April 1944 a memorandum of agreement between Sir William Burrell (1861
Constance Mary Lockhart Burrell (1875
detailed Sir William and Lady Burrell’s gift of their Collection to the City of Glasgow. Listed were 
thirteen conditions of the gift ranging from the name of the Collection, “The Burrell Collection”, to the 
specifics of what was and was not included in the gift, and where the new building was to be located: 
four miles from Killearn and at least sixteen miles from Glasgow Royal Exchange. This paper considers 
the conditions of Sir William and Lady Burrell’s gift alo
the Barry Gasson and Brit Andresen building (1978
ultimately raises the question: how did the Collection as it is experienced today develop out of the 
stipulations laid out by Sir William in 1944?

The paper takes the form of an empirical analysis. As well as the 1944 agreement it examines: inventory 
lists from Hutton Castle (the Burrell family home in Berwick
between Sir William and Tom Honeyman (1891
William’s Will, and minutes from the Glasgow Corporation ‘Special Joint Committee on Gift by Sir 
William Burrell’ (1944-1958) in order to build up an image of what Sir William an
intentions were for their Collection. This image is then compared to the Collection in its contemporary 
state as a means of mapping its development from memorandum of agreement to exhibition space. 
Photographs of Hutton Castle (taken in th
contemporary images from the Collection (the author’s own) as a means of visually analysing this 
development. 
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touching on interdisciplinary issues such as connoisseurship, reputation, display and professional identity. 
Having previously worked as a translator from French and Italian, Alison achieved a Distinction in her 

funded MA in Art History, Curatorship and Renaissance Culture at the Warburg Institute in 2014. 
month fellowship at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin, 

funded through the AHRC’s International Placement Scheme (IPS). She has also been the recipient of 
funding from the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art and the 

 

 
Isobel MacDonald (University of Glasgow, UK / The Burrell Collection) 

Tracing the Development of The Burrell Collection from Deed of Gift (1944) 
to Pollok Park, Glasgow (1983) 

In April 1944 a memorandum of agreement between Sir William Burrell (1861-
Constance Mary Lockhart Burrell (1875-1961), and the Corporation of Glasgow was confirmed. It 
detailed Sir William and Lady Burrell’s gift of their Collection to the City of Glasgow. Listed were 
thirteen conditions of the gift ranging from the name of the Collection, “The Burrell Collection”, to the 

fics of what was and was not included in the gift, and where the new building was to be located: 
four miles from Killearn and at least sixteen miles from Glasgow Royal Exchange. This paper considers 
the conditions of Sir William and Lady Burrell’s gift alongside the current display of the Collection in 
the Barry Gasson and Brit Andresen building (1978-1983) in Pollok Park, Glasgow. This assessment 
ultimately raises the question: how did the Collection as it is experienced today develop out of the 

ns laid out by Sir William in 1944? 

The paper takes the form of an empirical analysis. As well as the 1944 agreement it examines: inventory 
lists from Hutton Castle (the Burrell family home in Berwick-upon-Tweed), personal correspondence 

m and Tom Honeyman (1891-1971) the Director of the Glasgow Art Galleries, Sir 
William’s Will, and minutes from the Glasgow Corporation ‘Special Joint Committee on Gift by Sir 

1958) in order to build up an image of what Sir William an
intentions were for their Collection. This image is then compared to the Collection in its contemporary 
state as a means of mapping its development from memorandum of agreement to exhibition space. 
Photographs of Hutton Castle (taken in the 1950s by Miss Flora Ritchie) are considered alongside 
contemporary images from the Collection (the author’s own) as a means of visually analysing this 
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touching on interdisciplinary issues such as connoisseurship, reputation, display and professional identity. 
Having previously worked as a translator from French and Italian, Alison achieved a Distinction in her 

funded MA in Art History, Curatorship and Renaissance Culture at the Warburg Institute in 2014. 
month fellowship at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas at Austin, 

(IPS). She has also been the recipient of 
funding from the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art and the 

Burrell Collection)  

Tracing the Development of The Burrell Collection from Deed of Gift (1944)  

-1958) and his wife, Lady 
he Corporation of Glasgow was confirmed. It 

detailed Sir William and Lady Burrell’s gift of their Collection to the City of Glasgow. Listed were 
thirteen conditions of the gift ranging from the name of the Collection, “The Burrell Collection”, to the 

fics of what was and was not included in the gift, and where the new building was to be located: 
four miles from Killearn and at least sixteen miles from Glasgow Royal Exchange. This paper considers 

ngside the current display of the Collection in 
1983) in Pollok Park, Glasgow. This assessment 

ultimately raises the question: how did the Collection as it is experienced today develop out of the 

The paper takes the form of an empirical analysis. As well as the 1944 agreement it examines: inventory 
Tweed), personal correspondence 

1971) the Director of the Glasgow Art Galleries, Sir 
William’s Will, and minutes from the Glasgow Corporation ‘Special Joint Committee on Gift by Sir 

1958) in order to build up an image of what Sir William and Lady Burrell’s 
intentions were for their Collection. This image is then compared to the Collection in its contemporary 
state as a means of mapping its development from memorandum of agreement to exhibition space. 

e 1950s by Miss Flora Ritchie) are considered alongside 
contemporary images from the Collection (the author’s own) as a means of visually analysing this 
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Within my analysis notions of display are explored: most notably that of the domestic vers
encyclopaedic museum display discussed by Anne Higonnet in her 2009 text A Museum of One’s Own. 
A comparable assessment is used here as a means of situating the Burrell Collection within a context of 
purpose-built art collections such as Lady Lever 
about its core question of development through the lens of Igor Kopytoff’s 1986 essay, ‘The Cultural 
Biography of Things’, and especially through the five questions he asks as a means of understanding 
how things evolve over time.   

Isobel MacDonald is an art historian, researcher, and writer in her second year of an AHRC funded 
collaborative PhD in Glasgow with the University of Glasgow and The Burrell Collection. As part of the 
collaborative aspect of her project Isobel works with the Burrell Renaissance team. She presents research to 
them as a means of contributing to ideas for new stories and displays that will become part of the refurbished 
gallery in 2020. 

Thinking 

Pamella Guerdat

René Gimpel’s (1881

Mainly known as an art dealer and a 
which allowed him to adapt to the mechanisms of the artworlds during the first half of the twentieth 
century. He started his cosmopolitan career across the continents of Europe and America a
Gimpel & Wildenstein Company. In this context, he mobilised a network of influential connoisseurs, 
art historians and dealers, and maintained productive connections with museum professionals. 
Specialized in Old masters and Medieval art, he gradual
extending its range of skills to modern art.

As a key player in the cross-Atlantic circulation of artworks, René Gimpel aimed at building famous 
private collections in America. Invested in plural roles, he 
order to establish trustworthy relationships with renowned collectors 
Frick Family or Henry Barton and Mary Frick Jacobs. The correspondence between Gimpel and his 
clients discusses in particular art prices and negotiations, collection’s display or artistic tendencies. 
Seeing himself as an advisor and even as a “lawyer” for these amateurs, Gimpel is interested in the 
purpose of their collections as well as in the functioning of art muse
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Within my analysis notions of display are explored: most notably that of the domestic vers
encyclopaedic museum display discussed by Anne Higonnet in her 2009 text A Museum of One’s Own. 
A comparable assessment is used here as a means of situating the Burrell Collection within a context of 

built art collections such as Lady Lever Art Gallery, Port Sunlight. Finally, the paper thinks 
about its core question of development through the lens of Igor Kopytoff’s 1986 essay, ‘The Cultural 
Biography of Things’, and especially through the five questions he asks as a means of understanding 

is an art historian, researcher, and writer in her second year of an AHRC funded 
collaborative PhD in Glasgow with the University of Glasgow and The Burrell Collection. As part of the 

er project Isobel works with the Burrell Renaissance team. She presents research to 
them as a means of contributing to ideas for new stories and displays that will become part of the refurbished 

 
Panel III | Dealers & Markets:  

Thinking Of The Past, Looking Towards The Future

 
Pamella Guerdat (University of Neuchâtel, Switzerland/ INHA, Paris

 
A Heritage under Construction:  

René Gimpel’s (1881-1945) Roles between Private Collectors and Public Museums

Mainly known as an art dealer and a diarist, René Gimpel (1881-1945) cultivated a polyvalent profile, 
which allowed him to adapt to the mechanisms of the artworlds during the first half of the twentieth 
century. He started his cosmopolitan career across the continents of Europe and America a
Gimpel & Wildenstein Company. In this context, he mobilised a network of influential connoisseurs, 
art historians and dealers, and maintained productive connections with museum professionals. 
Specialized in Old masters and Medieval art, he gradually acquired an authority in these domains, before 
extending its range of skills to modern art. 

Atlantic circulation of artworks, René Gimpel aimed at building famous 
private collections in America. Invested in plural roles, he forged commercial and scholarly tools in 
order to establish trustworthy relationships with renowned collectors – such as Benjamin Altman, the 
Frick Family or Henry Barton and Mary Frick Jacobs. The correspondence between Gimpel and his 

particular art prices and negotiations, collection’s display or artistic tendencies. 
Seeing himself as an advisor and even as a “lawyer” for these amateurs, Gimpel is interested in the 
purpose of their collections as well as in the functioning of art museums. His clients most often bestow 
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Within my analysis notions of display are explored: most notably that of the domestic versus the 
encyclopaedic museum display discussed by Anne Higonnet in her 2009 text A Museum of One’s Own. 
A comparable assessment is used here as a means of situating the Burrell Collection within a context of 

Art Gallery, Port Sunlight. Finally, the paper thinks 
about its core question of development through the lens of Igor Kopytoff’s 1986 essay, ‘The Cultural 
Biography of Things’, and especially through the five questions he asks as a means of understanding 

is an art historian, researcher, and writer in her second year of an AHRC funded 
collaborative PhD in Glasgow with the University of Glasgow and The Burrell Collection. As part of the 

er project Isobel works with the Burrell Renaissance team. She presents research to 
them as a means of contributing to ideas for new stories and displays that will become part of the refurbished 

Of The Past, Looking Towards The Future 

INHA, Paris) 

1945) Roles between Private Collectors and Public Museums 

1945) cultivated a polyvalent profile, 
which allowed him to adapt to the mechanisms of the artworlds during the first half of the twentieth 
century. He started his cosmopolitan career across the continents of Europe and America at the E. 
Gimpel & Wildenstein Company. In this context, he mobilised a network of influential connoisseurs, 
art historians and dealers, and maintained productive connections with museum professionals. 

ly acquired an authority in these domains, before 

Atlantic circulation of artworks, René Gimpel aimed at building famous 
forged commercial and scholarly tools in 

such as Benjamin Altman, the 
Frick Family or Henry Barton and Mary Frick Jacobs. The correspondence between Gimpel and his 

particular art prices and negotiations, collection’s display or artistic tendencies. 
Seeing himself as an advisor and even as a “lawyer” for these amateurs, Gimpel is interested in the 

ums. His clients most often bestow 
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their collections to the public domain by means of donations or bequests.

As an attentive observer of the museum’s expansion in America, René Gimpel wrote various 
observations on this topic. He gravitated around museums, 
the Fogg, Baltimore or Toledo Museums. Sometimes, he acted as an agent or a lender, at other times as 
an expert or a donator. In addition, he developed a gift
eager to increase their holdings. Thus, he took part in the formation of the public heritage; his activities 
had an effect on their acquisitions to several extents. The boundary, which distinguishes the museum 
pole from the mercantile pole, appears as particularly 

As a mediator, the art dealer progressively imposed himself at the crossroads of these distinct spheres 
and impacted on their development. Different kinds of reasoning and values become interlinked 
(private–lucrative, public–civic, etc.). They c
museum theoretically certifies the reputation of a collection and preserves the artworks for the 
posterity, the history of taste evolves as well as the institution’s policies.

By using some case studies, this communication aims at examining the logics that René Gimpel 
mobilised when he was dealing with collectors
correspondences, writings and commercial documents bring to light the different roles that he played 
between the private and the public realms. It will also be important to focus on the dynamics which 
defined the donations and the subjacent issues to the “counter
modalities of these interactions. 

Pamella Guerdat is an art historian with a Master's in Museology and in Applied History of Art Collection 
(Universities of Suisse romande; École du Louvre). From 2012 to 2016, she has held the position of PhD 
teaching assistant at the Institute of Art History and Museolo
thesis examines the exchanges between the art market and museums during the first half of the twentieth 
century (Europe-United States) through the art dealer René Gimpel. Currently a fellow holder of the Swiss 
National Science Foundation (SNSF), she is pursuing her PhD thesis as a visiting scholar at t
national d’histoire de l’art (INHA) in Paris. 
 
Her fields of research focus on the history of collecting, museum studies and art market (19th and 20th 
centuries). She recently co-published the correspondence of Swiss artist Adèle d’Affry called Marcello (2015, 
Société d’histoire du Canton de Fribourg), as well as the book Une expérience au croisement de l’art et de la 
sociologie. Conversations avec Nathali
published an article on the Alfred Chauchard’s donation to the Louvre Museum (2015, Revue des musées 
nationaux. Revue du Louvre). In addition to papers in progress on René Gimpel, she is cur
monograph on Pierre-Eugène Secrétan and the practice of collecting in the second half of the 19th century 
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their collections to the public domain by means of donations or bequests. 

As an attentive observer of the museum’s expansion in America, René Gimpel wrote various 
observations on this topic. He gravitated around museums, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
the Fogg, Baltimore or Toledo Museums. Sometimes, he acted as an agent or a lender, at other times as 
an expert or a donator. In addition, he developed a gift-giving system in favour of these institutions 

increase their holdings. Thus, he took part in the formation of the public heritage; his activities 
had an effect on their acquisitions to several extents. The boundary, which distinguishes the museum 
pole from the mercantile pole, appears as particularly permeable. 

As a mediator, the art dealer progressively imposed himself at the crossroads of these distinct spheres 
and impacted on their development. Different kinds of reasoning and values become interlinked 

civic, etc.). They cause as much successful exchanges as tensions. While the 
museum theoretically certifies the reputation of a collection and preserves the artworks for the 
posterity, the history of taste evolves as well as the institution’s policies. 

ies, this communication aims at examining the logics that René Gimpel 
mobilised when he was dealing with collectors-donators and museums. His unpublished 
correspondences, writings and commercial documents bring to light the different roles that he played 

etween the private and the public realms. It will also be important to focus on the dynamics which 
defined the donations and the subjacent issues to the “counter-gift”. This will allow to investigate the 

 

is an art historian with a Master's in Museology and in Applied History of Art Collection 
(Universities of Suisse romande; École du Louvre). From 2012 to 2016, she has held the position of PhD 
teaching assistant at the Institute of Art History and Museology at the University of Neuchâtel. Her PhD 
thesis examines the exchanges between the art market and museums during the first half of the twentieth 

United States) through the art dealer René Gimpel. Currently a fellow holder of the Swiss 
ional Science Foundation (SNSF), she is pursuing her PhD thesis as a visiting scholar at t

national d’histoire de l’art (INHA) in Paris.  

Her fields of research focus on the history of collecting, museum studies and art market (19th and 20th 
published the correspondence of Swiss artist Adèle d’Affry called Marcello (2015, 

Société d’histoire du Canton de Fribourg), as well as the book Une expérience au croisement de l’art et de la 
sociologie. Conversations avec Nathalie Heinich (2015, Alphil-Presses universitaires suisses). She also 
published an article on the Alfred Chauchard’s donation to the Louvre Museum (2015, Revue des musées 
nationaux. Revue du Louvre). In addition to papers in progress on René Gimpel, she is cur

Eugène Secrétan and the practice of collecting in the second half of the 19th century 
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As an attentive observer of the museum’s expansion in America, René Gimpel wrote various 
including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

the Fogg, Baltimore or Toledo Museums. Sometimes, he acted as an agent or a lender, at other times as 
giving system in favour of these institutions 

increase their holdings. Thus, he took part in the formation of the public heritage; his activities 
had an effect on their acquisitions to several extents. The boundary, which distinguishes the museum 

As a mediator, the art dealer progressively imposed himself at the crossroads of these distinct spheres 
and impacted on their development. Different kinds of reasoning and values become interlinked 

ause as much successful exchanges as tensions. While the 
museum theoretically certifies the reputation of a collection and preserves the artworks for the 

ies, this communication aims at examining the logics that René Gimpel 
donators and museums. His unpublished 

correspondences, writings and commercial documents bring to light the different roles that he played 
etween the private and the public realms. It will also be important to focus on the dynamics which 

gift”. This will allow to investigate the 

is an art historian with a Master's in Museology and in Applied History of Art Collection 
(Universities of Suisse romande; École du Louvre). From 2012 to 2016, she has held the position of PhD 

gy at the University of Neuchâtel. Her PhD 
thesis examines the exchanges between the art market and museums during the first half of the twentieth 

United States) through the art dealer René Gimpel. Currently a fellow holder of the Swiss 
ional Science Foundation (SNSF), she is pursuing her PhD thesis as a visiting scholar at the Institut 

Her fields of research focus on the history of collecting, museum studies and art market (19th and 20th 
published the correspondence of Swiss artist Adèle d’Affry called Marcello (2015, 

Société d’histoire du Canton de Fribourg), as well as the book Une expérience au croisement de l’art et de la 
Presses universitaires suisses). She also 

published an article on the Alfred Chauchard’s donation to the Louvre Museum (2015, Revue des musées 
nationaux. Revue du Louvre). In addition to papers in progress on René Gimpel, she is currently preparing a 

Eugène Secrétan and the practice of collecting in the second half of the 19th century in 
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Paris (ed. Peter Lang). 
 

Ana Mântua

One Man’s Choices and the Portuguese Art 

Research on the history and curatorial practices of historical house museums understandably tends to 
be focused on objects and figures rather than on the complex systems of commercial exchanges which 
they integrate. In Portugal, this is
to the First Republic (1910 – 1926) and to its associated Republican values of education through art.

One of these committed republicans was the ophthalmologist António Anastácio Gonçalv
1965), who bequeathed his home and collection to the Portuguese state, specifying that ‘[it] should 
become a small Museum similar to the Soane Museum in London […] and be regularly open to the 
public for instruction and recreation.’ In fact, his a
the dictatorship of the Estado Novo, New State (1926

Yet more than the interest presented by specific objects among its world
collection or its wide range of Portuguese na
constitute this house-museum’s most precious resource. A meticulous man, his vast archive provides a 
unique insight into the chronology and values of his acquisitions, allowing the researcher to acquisi
trends and preferences throughout his collecting life (1925
scholarly annotations, records of objects purchased, traded and sold, reflect the complex network of 
antique dealers, auction houses, pawn shops and
museums. Hence, and for the first time, a detailed account of the Portuguese art market during the 
almost entirety of the Estado Novo emerges.

Ana Mântua is Manager and Head Curator of Dr. Anastácio Go
History from the University of Lisbon, she has held research positions in several public cultural institutions in 
Portugal including the National Tile Museum (Lisbon), Jerónimos Monastery (Lisbon), and abroad an 
Heritage exchange project (Portugal/Mozambique). Her publications include ‘As proveniências da Colecção e 
o Mercado de Arte em Portugal entre 1925 e 1965 [The origins of the collection and the Art Market in 
Portugal between 1925 and 1965], in Coleccionar para 
Mercado de Arte em Portugal (1910
in Dicionário da História da I República e do Republicanismo, Assembleia da Republica, 2014, Lisboa. “As 
escolhas de um coleccionador” [The choices of a collector], in Museus, Palácios e Mercado de Arte, SRIBE, 
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Ana Mântua (Dr Anastácio Gonçalves House Museum, Lisbon)
 

One Man’s Choices and the Portuguese Art Market, 1925 – 1965

Research on the history and curatorial practices of historical house museums understandably tends to 
be focused on objects and figures rather than on the complex systems of commercial exchanges which 
they integrate. In Portugal, this is especially true as the emergence of house museums is especially tied 

1926) and to its associated Republican values of education through art.

One of these committed republicans was the ophthalmologist António Anastácio Gonçalv
1965), who bequeathed his home and collection to the Portuguese state, specifying that ‘[it] should 
become a small Museum similar to the Soane Museum in London […] and be regularly open to the 
public for instruction and recreation.’ In fact, his acquisitions were almost exclusively pursued during 
the dictatorship of the Estado Novo, New State (1926-1974). 

Yet more than the interest presented by specific objects among its world-renowned Chinese porcelain 
collection or its wide range of Portuguese naturalist paintings, the collector’s personal archives 

museum’s most precious resource. A meticulous man, his vast archive provides a 
unique insight into the chronology and values of his acquisitions, allowing the researcher to acquisi
trends and preferences throughout his collecting life (1925-1965). Yearly inventories, correspondence, 
scholarly annotations, records of objects purchased, traded and sold, reflect the complex network of 
antique dealers, auction houses, pawn shops and mediators that dealt with private citizens and public 

Hence, and for the first time, a detailed account of the Portuguese art market during the 
almost entirety of the Estado Novo emerges. 

is Manager and Head Curator of Dr. Anastácio Gonçalves House Museum. A graduate in Art 
History from the University of Lisbon, she has held research positions in several public cultural institutions in 
Portugal including the National Tile Museum (Lisbon), Jerónimos Monastery (Lisbon), and abroad an 

tage exchange project (Portugal/Mozambique). Her publications include ‘As proveniências da Colecção e 
o Mercado de Arte em Portugal entre 1925 e 1965 [The origins of the collection and the Art Market in 
Portugal between 1925 and 1965], in Coleccionar para a Res Publica, 2010, Lisboa “O Coleccionismo e o 
Mercado de Arte em Portugal (1910-1965) [Collectionism and the Art Market in Portugal (1910
in Dicionário da História da I República e do Republicanismo, Assembleia da Republica, 2014, Lisboa. “As 
colhas de um coleccionador” [The choices of a collector], in Museus, Palácios e Mercado de Arte, SRIBE, 
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(Dr Anastácio Gonçalves House Museum, Lisbon)  

1965 

Research on the history and curatorial practices of historical house museums understandably tends to 
be focused on objects and figures rather than on the complex systems of commercial exchanges which 

especially true as the emergence of house museums is especially tied 
1926) and to its associated Republican values of education through art. 

One of these committed republicans was the ophthalmologist António Anastácio Gonçalves (1888-
1965), who bequeathed his home and collection to the Portuguese state, specifying that ‘[it] should 
become a small Museum similar to the Soane Museum in London […] and be regularly open to the 

cquisitions were almost exclusively pursued during 

renowned Chinese porcelain 
turalist paintings, the collector’s personal archives 

museum’s most precious resource. A meticulous man, his vast archive provides a 
unique insight into the chronology and values of his acquisitions, allowing the researcher to acquisition 

1965). Yearly inventories, correspondence, 
scholarly annotations, records of objects purchased, traded and sold, reflect the complex network of 

mediators that dealt with private citizens and public 
Hence, and for the first time, a detailed account of the Portuguese art market during the 

nçalves House Museum. A graduate in Art 
History from the University of Lisbon, she has held research positions in several public cultural institutions in 
Portugal including the National Tile Museum (Lisbon), Jerónimos Monastery (Lisbon), and abroad an 

tage exchange project (Portugal/Mozambique). Her publications include ‘As proveniências da Colecção e 
o Mercado de Arte em Portugal entre 1925 e 1965 [The origins of the collection and the Art Market in 

a Res Publica, 2010, Lisboa “O Coleccionismo e o 
1965) [Collectionism and the Art Market in Portugal (1910-1965)], 

in Dicionário da História da I República e do Republicanismo, Assembleia da Republica, 2014, Lisboa. “As 
colhas de um coleccionador” [The choices of a collector], in Museus, Palácios e Mercado de Arte, SRIBE, 
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2014, Lisboa. More recently she contributed with the lecture “Diasporic Objects. The Portuguese market for 
Chinese ceramics between 1942-1965” for the i
Western Market for non-European Artefacts (18th
Anastácio Gonçalves House Museum hosts a collection of ca. 2000 works of art. Its highlights feature 
European and Portuguese painting, Chinese blue and white porcelain and European furniture. Minor 
clusters include Islamic ceramics, oriental carpets, sculpture, English, French and Swiss watches, glass and 
ivories. 

 

 

 

Kerry Harker

Blurring the Boundaries: Reconsidering 'Public' and 'Private' in the Alternative Art Market Activities of 
Artist

This paper endeavours to question the dialectical nature of the ‘public’ 
the emergence of artist-led organisations, networks and artists’ collectives. Often operating as complex 
hybrid structures with mixed funding economies (including self
activities and public funding), these networks challenge recent definitions of ‘Publicly Funded Culture’, 
‘Homemade Culture’ and ‘Commercial Culture’ suggested by Professor John Holden1. As a result, this 
form of artistic production isn’t entirely restrained by established instit
and the potential bias of private collecting. Further, the need for a physical ‘site’ to exhibit artwork, in a 
gallery or museum space, can often be circumvented by the online activities of artist
collectives, their use of social media, art directories and artists working with digital media. However, the 
paper will problematise the situation of such activities in relation to Holden’s ecological approach, with 
its potential to reinforce existing hierarchies 
‘incubator’ for the art market proper.

The emergence of alternative ‘art markets’, encompassing collaboratively
events, are leading to the formation of creative and 
discursive shift has the potential to challenge, at an ontological level, the concept of the museum and 
the perceived cultural landscape. It is important to note that these networks don’t exist entirely 
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2014, Lisboa. More recently she contributed with the lecture “Diasporic Objects. The Portuguese market for 
1965” for the international conference "All the Beauty of the World. The 

European Artefacts (18th-20th century)", Berlin, October, 13
Anastácio Gonçalves House Museum hosts a collection of ca. 2000 works of art. Its highlights feature 
uropean and Portuguese painting, Chinese blue and white porcelain and European furniture. Minor 

clusters include Islamic ceramics, oriental carpets, sculpture, English, French and Swiss watches, glass and 

 
 

Kerry Harker and John Wright (University of Leeds, UK) 
 

Blurring the Boundaries: Reconsidering 'Public' and 'Private' in the Alternative Art Market Activities of 
Artist-Led Groups, Organisations and Collectives 

This paper endeavours to question the dialectical nature of the ‘public’ and ‘private’ spheres through 
led organisations, networks and artists’ collectives. Often operating as complex 

hybrid structures with mixed funding economies (including self-funding, philanthropy, commercial 
nding), these networks challenge recent definitions of ‘Publicly Funded Culture’, 

‘Homemade Culture’ and ‘Commercial Culture’ suggested by Professor John Holden1. As a result, this 
form of artistic production isn’t entirely restrained by established institutional politics, art market trends 
and the potential bias of private collecting. Further, the need for a physical ‘site’ to exhibit artwork, in a 
gallery or museum space, can often be circumvented by the online activities of artist

ves, their use of social media, art directories and artists working with digital media. However, the 
paper will problematise the situation of such activities in relation to Holden’s ecological approach, with 
its potential to reinforce existing hierarchies and to perpetuate the positioning of artist
‘incubator’ for the art market proper. 

The emergence of alternative ‘art markets’, encompassing collaboratively-designed exhibitions and 
events, are leading to the formation of creative and co-operative networks among artists. This 
discursive shift has the potential to challenge, at an ontological level, the concept of the museum and 
the perceived cultural landscape. It is important to note that these networks don’t exist entirely 
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2014, Lisboa. More recently she contributed with the lecture “Diasporic Objects. The Portuguese market for 
nternational conference "All the Beauty of the World. The 

20th century)", Berlin, October, 13-15. The Dr. 
Anastácio Gonçalves House Museum hosts a collection of ca. 2000 works of art. Its highlights feature 
uropean and Portuguese painting, Chinese blue and white porcelain and European furniture. Minor 

clusters include Islamic ceramics, oriental carpets, sculpture, English, French and Swiss watches, glass and 

(University of Leeds, UK)  

Blurring the Boundaries: Reconsidering 'Public' and 'Private' in the Alternative Art Market Activities of 

and ‘private’ spheres through 
led organisations, networks and artists’ collectives. Often operating as complex 

funding, philanthropy, commercial 
nding), these networks challenge recent definitions of ‘Publicly Funded Culture’, 

‘Homemade Culture’ and ‘Commercial Culture’ suggested by Professor John Holden1. As a result, this 
utional politics, art market trends 

and the potential bias of private collecting. Further, the need for a physical ‘site’ to exhibit artwork, in a 
gallery or museum space, can often be circumvented by the online activities of artist-led groups and 

ves, their use of social media, art directories and artists working with digital media. However, the 
paper will problematise the situation of such activities in relation to Holden’s ecological approach, with 

and to perpetuate the positioning of artist-led activity as an 

designed exhibitions and 
operative networks among artists. This 

discursive shift has the potential to challenge, at an ontological level, the concept of the museum and 
the perceived cultural landscape. It is important to note that these networks don’t exist entirely 
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Panel IV | Power, Influence & 
At 

separately from the public and private sectors; rather, they often intertwine with them through elliptical 
relationships and complex manifestations which elicit a tendency for re
expand or merge with other institutions. Nevertheless, th
the hierarchical and linear structures which characterise and support the established art market.

This paper will begin to map an emerging ecology of ‘alternative’ markets through these artist
collective activities, characterised by a blurring of the boundaries between ‘public’ and ‘private’, a 
challenge to accepted definitions of philanthropy and traditional relationships between artist and 
collector, and fast-paced modes of delivery which enable new

Kerry Harker is an independent curator and first year PhD candidate in the School of Fine Art, History of 
Art and Cultural Studies at the University of Leeds. Following graduation from BA (Hons) Fine Art and MA 
Feminism and the Visual Arts at Leeds in the mid
the visual arts sector in the Leeds city region, as artist and curator. In 2006 she co
organisation Project Space Leeds [PSL], ultimately
contemporary art and learning in south central Leeds, in 2013. Harker was Artistic Director there from 
2013-15 when she left to pursue other projects, including a short time as interim Director of The Art Hou
in Wakefield. Her most recent curatorial project is Planet Yorkshire by Leeds
Mitchell, co-curated with Anne McNeill, at Impressions Gallery, Bradford.

John Wright is an artist-curator and postgraduate researcher in his first ye
School of Fine Art, History of Art and Cultural Studies. Wright has worked with a number of cultural 
institutions, in gallery and curatorial roles. These include: Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Leeds College of Art, 
The British Library and the National Media Museum. Wright’s practice is situated in the space between 
curatorial and artistic fields. Working as a freelancer, Wright has curated a show in 2016 at the Bowery, 
Leeds and operating under a collective carried out interven
Bank Leeds and the Leeds Art Gallery.

 

Dr Pier Paolo Racioppi

From Objects of Devotion to Icons of Beauty: The Institution of the National Museum in the Vatican at the 
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| Power, Influence & Agency: A Critical Look 
At Private Collections Going Public 

from the public and private sectors; rather, they often intertwine with them through elliptical 
relationships and complex manifestations which elicit a tendency for re-appropriation as organisations 
expand or merge with other institutions. Nevertheless, these artist-led networks are resistant to many of 
the hierarchical and linear structures which characterise and support the established art market.

This paper will begin to map an emerging ecology of ‘alternative’ markets through these artist
tive activities, characterised by a blurring of the boundaries between ‘public’ and ‘private’, a 

challenge to accepted definitions of philanthropy and traditional relationships between artist and 
paced modes of delivery which enable new concepts of both ‘site’ and ‘audience’.

is an independent curator and first year PhD candidate in the School of Fine Art, History of 
Art and Cultural Studies at the University of Leeds. Following graduation from BA (Hons) Fine Art and MA 

nism and the Visual Arts at Leeds in the mid-1990s, Harker has spent the last 20 years working with 
the visual arts sector in the Leeds city region, as artist and curator. In 2006 she co
organisation Project Space Leeds [PSL], ultimately leading to opening of The Tetley, a centre for 
contemporary art and learning in south central Leeds, in 2013. Harker was Artistic Director there from 

15 when she left to pursue other projects, including a short time as interim Director of The Art Hou
in Wakefield. Her most recent curatorial project is Planet Yorkshire by Leeds-

curated with Anne McNeill, at Impressions Gallery, Bradford. 

curator and postgraduate researcher in his first year of studying for a PhD with the 
School of Fine Art, History of Art and Cultural Studies. Wright has worked with a number of cultural 
institutions, in gallery and curatorial roles. These include: Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Leeds College of Art, 

Library and the National Media Museum. Wright’s practice is situated in the space between 
curatorial and artistic fields. Working as a freelancer, Wright has curated a show in 2016 at the Bowery, 
Leeds and operating under a collective carried out interventional works in London, Espacio Gallery, Left 
Bank Leeds and the Leeds Art Gallery. 

 

Pier Paolo Racioppi  (IES Abroad Italy, Rome) 
 

to Icons of Beauty: The Institution of the National Museum in the Vatican at the 
Time of the Roman Republic (1798-99) 
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: A Critical Look  

from the public and private sectors; rather, they often intertwine with them through elliptical 
appropriation as organisations 

led networks are resistant to many of 
the hierarchical and linear structures which characterise and support the established art market. 

This paper will begin to map an emerging ecology of ‘alternative’ markets through these artist-led and 
tive activities, characterised by a blurring of the boundaries between ‘public’ and ‘private’, a 

challenge to accepted definitions of philanthropy and traditional relationships between artist and 
concepts of both ‘site’ and ‘audience’. 

is an independent curator and first year PhD candidate in the School of Fine Art, History of 
Art and Cultural Studies at the University of Leeds. Following graduation from BA (Hons) Fine Art and MA 

1990s, Harker has spent the last 20 years working with 
the visual arts sector in the Leeds city region, as artist and curator. In 2006 she co-founded artist-led 

leading to opening of The Tetley, a centre for 
contemporary art and learning in south central Leeds, in 2013. Harker was Artistic Director there from 

15 when she left to pursue other projects, including a short time as interim Director of The Art House 
-based photographer Peter 

ar of studying for a PhD with the 
School of Fine Art, History of Art and Cultural Studies. Wright has worked with a number of cultural 
institutions, in gallery and curatorial roles. These include: Yorkshire Sculpture Park, Leeds College of Art, 

Library and the National Media Museum. Wright’s practice is situated in the space between 
curatorial and artistic fields. Working as a freelancer, Wright has curated a show in 2016 at the Bowery, 

tional works in London, Espacio Gallery, Left 

Rome)  

to Icons of Beauty: The Institution of the National Museum in the Vatican at the 
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At the time of the Roman Republic of 1798
new secular government, under the control of the French, suppressed dozens of important roman 
churches and convents with the aim of transforming them into 
happened in revolutionary France, altarpieces and liturgical objects were publicly auctioned while 
artworks considered worth of being preserved for their artistic and historical values were selected by a 
special commission composed by the Neoclassical painter Vincenzo Camuccini and the erudite 
Giovanni Gherardo De Rossi. Works by Caravaggio, Domenichino, Reni, Vasari, Salvator Rosa, van 
Honthorst and many others left the chapels for which they had been commissioned b
and were moved to the recently instituted Vatican Pinacoteca, created by Pius VI in 1790 in the rooms 
currently corresponding to the Gallery of Tapestries in the Vatican Palace. This new revolutionary 
museum was meant to be a sort of “roman
contexts and offered to the public view with the purpose of education and enjoyment, as stated in 
public edicts issued by the republican government. For the first time in the history of roman museums, 
a picture gallery was intended to offer the public a general survey on Italian and foreign art, from the 
end of the 15th century (with a copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper), to the end of the 18th 
century. In order to achieve this goal, important altarpiec
not been suppressed by the republican government such as the works by Caravaggio and Annibale 
Carracci from the Cerasi Chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo. After the fall of the Roman Republic most 
of the artworks were returned to their former locations.

This contribution aims at investigating how the shift from the status of ‘object of devotion’ to that of 
‘artwork’ affected the perception of religious art in Rome among members of the clergy, art dealers, 
intellectuals and the roman people in general. A new awareness of the historical, aesthetic and 
economical values of the artistic heritage of the Church set in motion the art market. It also produced a 
renewed legislation and consolidated the Eighteenth century idea
education. 

Dr Pier Paolo Racioppi received his Ph.D in Art History at the University of Roma TRE. He has also 
achieved the higher degree in the History of Medieval and Modern Art at University “La Sapienza”. Winner 
of the San Luca scholarship in 1997, he conducted research in the United States on Academies and 
Collections in early Nineteenth Century America. Since 1998, he has collaborated with the ONG Museum 
With No Frontiers. He has published several articles in specialized a
Encyclopedia. He has recently published a book on Rome at the time of the French Revolution: Arte e 
Rivoluzione a Roma. Città e patrimonio artistico nella Repubblica Romana (1798
2014. He is Professor of Art History at the IES Abroad Italy, Rome.

Verda Bingöl
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At the time of the Roman Republic of 1798-1799, after the deportation of Pope Pius VI to France, the 
new secular government, under the control of the French, suppressed dozens of important roman 
churches and convents with the aim of transforming them into barracks, hospitals or school. As it had 
happened in revolutionary France, altarpieces and liturgical objects were publicly auctioned while 
artworks considered worth of being preserved for their artistic and historical values were selected by a 

mission composed by the Neoclassical painter Vincenzo Camuccini and the erudite 
Giovanni Gherardo De Rossi. Works by Caravaggio, Domenichino, Reni, Vasari, Salvator Rosa, van 
Honthorst and many others left the chapels for which they had been commissioned b
and were moved to the recently instituted Vatican Pinacoteca, created by Pius VI in 1790 in the rooms 
currently corresponding to the Gallery of Tapestries in the Vatican Palace. This new revolutionary 
museum was meant to be a sort of “roman Louvre”, housing works removed from their former 
contexts and offered to the public view with the purpose of education and enjoyment, as stated in 
public edicts issued by the republican government. For the first time in the history of roman museums, 

ture gallery was intended to offer the public a general survey on Italian and foreign art, from the 
end of the 15th century (with a copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper), to the end of the 18th 
century. In order to achieve this goal, important altarpieces were also removed from churches that had 
not been suppressed by the republican government such as the works by Caravaggio and Annibale 
Carracci from the Cerasi Chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo. After the fall of the Roman Republic most 

ere returned to their former locations. 

This contribution aims at investigating how the shift from the status of ‘object of devotion’ to that of 
‘artwork’ affected the perception of religious art in Rome among members of the clergy, art dealers, 

als and the roman people in general. A new awareness of the historical, aesthetic and 
economical values of the artistic heritage of the Church set in motion the art market. It also produced a 
renewed legislation and consolidated the Eighteenth century idea of the museum as an agent of 

received his Ph.D in Art History at the University of Roma TRE. He has also 
achieved the higher degree in the History of Medieval and Modern Art at University “La Sapienza”. Winner 

Luca scholarship in 1997, he conducted research in the United States on Academies and 
Collections in early Nineteenth Century America. Since 1998, he has collaborated with the ONG Museum 
With No Frontiers. He has published several articles in specialized art history journals and in the Treccani 
Encyclopedia. He has recently published a book on Rome at the time of the French Revolution: Arte e 
Rivoluzione a Roma. Città e patrimonio artistico nella Repubblica Romana (1798

Professor of Art History at the IES Abroad Italy, Rome. 

 
 

Verda Bingöl (Istanbul Technical University, Turkey)
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1799, after the deportation of Pope Pius VI to France, the 
new secular government, under the control of the French, suppressed dozens of important roman 

barracks, hospitals or school. As it had 
happened in revolutionary France, altarpieces and liturgical objects were publicly auctioned while 
artworks considered worth of being preserved for their artistic and historical values were selected by a 

mission composed by the Neoclassical painter Vincenzo Camuccini and the erudite 
Giovanni Gherardo De Rossi. Works by Caravaggio, Domenichino, Reni, Vasari, Salvator Rosa, van 
Honthorst and many others left the chapels for which they had been commissioned by their patrons 
and were moved to the recently instituted Vatican Pinacoteca, created by Pius VI in 1790 in the rooms 
currently corresponding to the Gallery of Tapestries in the Vatican Palace. This new revolutionary 

Louvre”, housing works removed from their former 
contexts and offered to the public view with the purpose of education and enjoyment, as stated in 
public edicts issued by the republican government. For the first time in the history of roman museums, 

ture gallery was intended to offer the public a general survey on Italian and foreign art, from the 
end of the 15th century (with a copy of Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper), to the end of the 18th 

es were also removed from churches that had 
not been suppressed by the republican government such as the works by Caravaggio and Annibale 
Carracci from the Cerasi Chapel in Santa Maria del Popolo. After the fall of the Roman Republic most 

This contribution aims at investigating how the shift from the status of ‘object of devotion’ to that of 
‘artwork’ affected the perception of religious art in Rome among members of the clergy, art dealers, 

als and the roman people in general. A new awareness of the historical, aesthetic and 
economical values of the artistic heritage of the Church set in motion the art market. It also produced a 

of the museum as an agent of 

received his Ph.D in Art History at the University of Roma TRE. He has also 
achieved the higher degree in the History of Medieval and Modern Art at University “La Sapienza”. Winner 

Luca scholarship in 1997, he conducted research in the United States on Academies and 
Collections in early Nineteenth Century America. Since 1998, he has collaborated with the ONG Museum 

rt history journals and in the Treccani 
Encyclopedia. He has recently published a book on Rome at the time of the French Revolution: Arte e 
Rivoluzione a Roma. Città e patrimonio artistico nella Repubblica Romana (1798-99), Editoriale Artemide, 

(Istanbul Technical University, Turkey)  
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From the Cradle to the Museum: The Elgiz Collection

Elgiz Museum in Istanbul is the first contemporary art museum of Turkey. It was founded in 2001 by 
the socialite and art collector couple Can and Sevda Elgiz, in the financial district of the city, where Can 
Elgiz owns several skyscrapers and works as a la
as a hobby back in the early 1980s; buying pieces that they liked and wished to hang inside their house. 
However, when their house was no longer big enough to keep all the artwork, they decided to bu
museum, where they could display their collection. Now, Elgiz Museum houses artworks in various 
media by well known international and Turkish artists, as well as hosting temporary exhibitions.

This presentation aims to discuss the shift of Elgiz fami
deconstructing their discourses on art collecting and exhibiting, as well as questioning the role of female 
members of the family in this establishment as a philantropic tradition followed by many high ran
families in Turkey. Beginning with their founding principles: the claims to be a non
being for private interest; but displaying their collection to a wide public, giving priority to offering 
space for emerging artists and public educat
practice, private concerns seem to come first. When we observe the museum a bit closely, we can see 
that the exhibited artworks in the collection are actually by already famous contemporary artists. Th
temporary exhibitions do not generally give emerging artists a chance to exhibit their artwork, either. I 
question the collection’s shift from private to public sphere: Was this move a successful one, or what 
would have changed, had the collection stayed
of philantrophy, or did the family want to establish, secure, and promote their place in both Turkish art 
scene and the jet set? 

Another point this presentation discusses is the role played by the 
buying and exhibiting processes. With all
have studied art and marketing, it seems as if women are at the helm of this museum. Especially Sevda 
Elgiz and her elder daughter give the impression of strong, wealthy women making a name for 
themselves as collectors and managers in a male dominated profession. However, I argue that their role 
at the museum is superficial, and that they fulfill the requirement of the sel
a rich, cultured, art-loving and “Western” one.

Verda Bingöl received her BA in English Literature and MA in Art History from Istanbul University. Right 
after having completed her bachelor’s degree in 2010, she started to work 
is currently a PhD candidate in Art History at Istanbul Technical University, where she also works as 
research assistant. Her MA thesis is titled as “Fairy Figures in Victorian Art”, and her PhD thesis is about 
historiography of art history as a discipline in Turkey.
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From the Cradle to the Museum: The Elgiz Collection 

Elgiz Museum in Istanbul is the first contemporary art museum of Turkey. It was founded in 2001 by 
the socialite and art collector couple Can and Sevda Elgiz, in the financial district of the city, where Can 
Elgiz owns several skyscrapers and works as a land developer. They started building their art collection 
as a hobby back in the early 1980s; buying pieces that they liked and wished to hang inside their house. 
However, when their house was no longer big enough to keep all the artwork, they decided to bu
museum, where they could display their collection. Now, Elgiz Museum houses artworks in various 
media by well known international and Turkish artists, as well as hosting temporary exhibitions.

This presentation aims to discuss the shift of Elgiz family’s art collection from private to public sphere, 
deconstructing their discourses on art collecting and exhibiting, as well as questioning the role of female 
members of the family in this establishment as a philantropic tradition followed by many high ran
families in Turkey. Beginning with their founding principles: the claims to be a non
being for private interest; but displaying their collection to a wide public, giving priority to offering 
space for emerging artists and public education, I argue that these claims exist only on paper; in 
practice, private concerns seem to come first. When we observe the museum a bit closely, we can see 
that the exhibited artworks in the collection are actually by already famous contemporary artists. Th
temporary exhibitions do not generally give emerging artists a chance to exhibit their artwork, either. I 
question the collection’s shift from private to public sphere: Was this move a successful one, or what 
would have changed, had the collection stayed in the family’s private sphere? Was this shift purely out 
of philantrophy, or did the family want to establish, secure, and promote their place in both Turkish art 

Another point this presentation discusses is the role played by the female members of the family in the 
buying and exhibiting processes. With all-female staff and the Elgiz couple having two daughters who 
have studied art and marketing, it seems as if women are at the helm of this museum. Especially Sevda 

er daughter give the impression of strong, wealthy women making a name for 
themselves as collectors and managers in a male dominated profession. However, I argue that their role 
at the museum is superficial, and that they fulfill the requirement of the self-promotion of the family as 

loving and “Western” one. 

received her BA in English Literature and MA in Art History from Istanbul University. Right 
after having completed her bachelor’s degree in 2010, she started to work at Elgiz Museum as an intern. She 
is currently a PhD candidate in Art History at Istanbul Technical University, where she also works as 
research assistant. Her MA thesis is titled as “Fairy Figures in Victorian Art”, and her PhD thesis is about 
historiography of art history as a discipline in Turkey. 
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Elgiz Museum in Istanbul is the first contemporary art museum of Turkey. It was founded in 2001 by 
the socialite and art collector couple Can and Sevda Elgiz, in the financial district of the city, where Can 

nd developer. They started building their art collection 
as a hobby back in the early 1980s; buying pieces that they liked and wished to hang inside their house. 
However, when their house was no longer big enough to keep all the artwork, they decided to build a 
museum, where they could display their collection. Now, Elgiz Museum houses artworks in various 
media by well known international and Turkish artists, as well as hosting temporary exhibitions. 

ly’s art collection from private to public sphere, 
deconstructing their discourses on art collecting and exhibiting, as well as questioning the role of female 
members of the family in this establishment as a philantropic tradition followed by many high rank 
families in Turkey. Beginning with their founding principles: the claims to be a non-profit museum, not 
being for private interest; but displaying their collection to a wide public, giving priority to offering 

ion, I argue that these claims exist only on paper; in 
practice, private concerns seem to come first. When we observe the museum a bit closely, we can see 
that the exhibited artworks in the collection are actually by already famous contemporary artists. The 
temporary exhibitions do not generally give emerging artists a chance to exhibit their artwork, either. I 
question the collection’s shift from private to public sphere: Was this move a successful one, or what 

in the family’s private sphere? Was this shift purely out 
of philantrophy, or did the family want to establish, secure, and promote their place in both Turkish art 

female members of the family in the 
female staff and the Elgiz couple having two daughters who 

have studied art and marketing, it seems as if women are at the helm of this museum. Especially Sevda 
er daughter give the impression of strong, wealthy women making a name for 

themselves as collectors and managers in a male dominated profession. However, I argue that their role 
promotion of the family as 

received her BA in English Literature and MA in Art History from Istanbul University. Right 
at Elgiz Museum as an intern. She 

is currently a PhD candidate in Art History at Istanbul Technical University, where she also works as 
research assistant. Her MA thesis is titled as “Fairy Figures in Victorian Art”, and her PhD thesis is about the 
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Dr Dorothy Barenscott

Steve Wynn: Art Collecting and Exhibition, ‘Vegas Style’

Steve Wynn, American businessman, casino magnate, and luxury 
most prolific art collectors. With a private collection of art valued at over half a billion dollars, and a 
constantly changing stable of iconic works (including pieces by Picasso, Rembrandt, Vermeer, Van 
Gogh, Degas, and Turner), Wynn has become as famous for his art collection as he has for placing 
many of his most prized works of art on full public display in his properties. Most recently, Jeff Koon’s 
Popeye (2009-11) purchased at Sotheby’s for $28 million dollars,
signature Encore Resort in Las Vegas, complete with its own 24
opened Wynn Palace in Macau (the “Vegas of China”), Wynn shipped another Jeff Koons (Tulips 
(1995-2004)) to the property to be 
porcelain vases, and hundreds of European and Chinese artworks collected by Wynn over the past 
decade. Wynn even assembled the histories and descriptions of the art found at the Chinese resort a
published them in an art book that is now provided in each guest room of the hotel. This, and other 
episodes of sensational displays of wealth by Wynn, follows a long history of Wynn’s attempts to attract 
a new aspirational class of consumers to his art
seek to impart, as Pierre Bourdieu would describe, a kind of cultural capital or embodied “habitus” 
where one least expects it. 

Through my examination of episodes related to Steve Wynn’s art collecting,
practices “Vegas Style”, I will seek to unpack these and other powerful configurations, conflations, and 
meaning making mechanisms that can be taken from the world of Wynn’s casino
with the world of high art exhibition. At the core of my analysis will be questions of how, and to what 
ends, Wynn is using art to create a successful business model. Indeed, how do individual acts of 
conspicuous consumption and display, and the appeal to dollar value and provenance i
of art’s power via Wynn’s hotel art exhibitions, bring us uncomfortably close to the present conditions 
of the art world, where esteemed art institutions seek to attract new publics and re
within a shifting global art environment? What does the case study of Wynn reveal to us about the role 
of populism, entrepreneurship, artist celebrity, and collapsing distinctions between private and public 
spaces and spheres of influence in the high stakes world of art collecting? What i

Dr Dorothy Barenscott is an art historian whose interdisciplinary research relates to the interplay between 
urban space and emerging technology and media forms in the articulation of a range of modern and 
postmodern identities. Her writing
and Memory, Slavic Review, Mediascape, Slovo, and Left History, with examinations of painted panoramas, 
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Dorothy Barenscott (Kwantlen Polytechnic University Vancouver, Canada
 

Steve Wynn: Art Collecting and Exhibition, ‘Vegas Style’

Steve Wynn, American businessman, casino magnate, and luxury hotel owner, is also one of the world’s 
most prolific art collectors. With a private collection of art valued at over half a billion dollars, and a 
constantly changing stable of iconic works (including pieces by Picasso, Rembrandt, Vermeer, Van 

, and Turner), Wynn has become as famous for his art collection as he has for placing 
many of his most prized works of art on full public display in his properties. Most recently, Jeff Koon’s 

11) purchased at Sotheby’s for $28 million dollars, became the centerpiece at Wynn’s 
signature Encore Resort in Las Vegas, complete with its own 24-hour guard. And at the recently 
opened Wynn Palace in Macau (the “Vegas of China”), Wynn shipped another Jeff Koons (Tulips 

2004)) to the property to be exhibited publicly alongside 18th century Chinese tapestries, 
porcelain vases, and hundreds of European and Chinese artworks collected by Wynn over the past 
decade. Wynn even assembled the histories and descriptions of the art found at the Chinese resort a
published them in an art book that is now provided in each guest room of the hotel. This, and other 
episodes of sensational displays of wealth by Wynn, follows a long history of Wynn’s attempts to attract 
a new aspirational class of consumers to his art-themed and art-filled casinos and hotels
seek to impart, as Pierre Bourdieu would describe, a kind of cultural capital or embodied “habitus” 

Through my examination of episodes related to Steve Wynn’s art collecting,
practices “Vegas Style”, I will seek to unpack these and other powerful configurations, conflations, and 
meaning making mechanisms that can be taken from the world of Wynn’s casino

hibition. At the core of my analysis will be questions of how, and to what 
ends, Wynn is using art to create a successful business model. Indeed, how do individual acts of 
conspicuous consumption and display, and the appeal to dollar value and provenance i
of art’s power via Wynn’s hotel art exhibitions, bring us uncomfortably close to the present conditions 
of the art world, where esteemed art institutions seek to attract new publics and re

ronment? What does the case study of Wynn reveal to us about the role 
of populism, entrepreneurship, artist celebrity, and collapsing distinctions between private and public 
spaces and spheres of influence in the high stakes world of art collecting? What i

is an art historian whose interdisciplinary research relates to the interplay between 
urban space and emerging technology and media forms in the articulation of a range of modern and 
postmodern identities. Her writing has appeared in Postmodern Culture Journal, Invisible Culture, History 
and Memory, Slavic Review, Mediascape, Slovo, and Left History, with examinations of painted panoramas, 
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Kwantlen Polytechnic University Vancouver, Canada)  

Steve Wynn: Art Collecting and Exhibition, ‘Vegas Style’ 

hotel owner, is also one of the world’s 
most prolific art collectors. With a private collection of art valued at over half a billion dollars, and a 
constantly changing stable of iconic works (including pieces by Picasso, Rembrandt, Vermeer, Van 

, and Turner), Wynn has become as famous for his art collection as he has for placing 
many of his most prized works of art on full public display in his properties. Most recently, Jeff Koon’s 

became the centerpiece at Wynn’s 
hour guard. And at the recently 

opened Wynn Palace in Macau (the “Vegas of China”), Wynn shipped another Jeff Koons (Tulips 
exhibited publicly alongside 18th century Chinese tapestries, 

porcelain vases, and hundreds of European and Chinese artworks collected by Wynn over the past 
decade. Wynn even assembled the histories and descriptions of the art found at the Chinese resort and 
published them in an art book that is now provided in each guest room of the hotel. This, and other 
episodes of sensational displays of wealth by Wynn, follows a long history of Wynn’s attempts to attract 

filled casinos and hotels—places that 
seek to impart, as Pierre Bourdieu would describe, a kind of cultural capital or embodied “habitus” 

Through my examination of episodes related to Steve Wynn’s art collecting, selling, and exhibition 
practices “Vegas Style”, I will seek to unpack these and other powerful configurations, conflations, and 
meaning making mechanisms that can be taken from the world of Wynn’s casino-hotel as it collides 

hibition. At the core of my analysis will be questions of how, and to what 
ends, Wynn is using art to create a successful business model. Indeed, how do individual acts of 
conspicuous consumption and display, and the appeal to dollar value and provenance in the assessment 
of art’s power via Wynn’s hotel art exhibitions, bring us uncomfortably close to the present conditions 
of the art world, where esteemed art institutions seek to attract new publics and re-brand themselves 

ronment? What does the case study of Wynn reveal to us about the role 
of populism, entrepreneurship, artist celebrity, and collapsing distinctions between private and public 
spaces and spheres of influence in the high stakes world of art collecting? What is most at stake? 

is an art historian whose interdisciplinary research relates to the interplay between 
urban space and emerging technology and media forms in the articulation of a range of modern and 

has appeared in Postmodern Culture Journal, Invisible Culture, History 
and Memory, Slavic Review, Mediascape, Slovo, and Left History, with examinations of painted panoramas, 
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Panel V

experimental and mainstream cinema, modern architecture, and conceptual photogra
Ph.D. in Art History, Visual Art, and Theory at the University of British Columbia and teaches modern and 
contemporary art history in Kwantlen Polytechnic University’s Fine Arts Department. ). She is also co
with Shelley Boyd, of the book Canadian Culinary Imaginations (McGill
collection that explores how Canadian writers, artists, academics, cooks, performers, and gallery curators are 
inspired and challenged by the topic of food.

Dr Marcela Drien

Exhibiting Domestic Museums: Chilean Art Collectors at 
Santiago's Exposicion Internacional of 1875

During the nineteenth century, it 
exhibitions. Although countries usually relied on their local artists and public collections, private 
collectors gradually started to contribute to the fine arts sections of international e

The increasing importance of art collectors to these exhibitions is demonstrated by the fact that their 
participation eventually led to the creation of new categories for grouping private collections on display. 
Hence, international exhibitions
marketing their works, but also as forums for art owners to attain public and international visibility.

As in Europe, in Chile art collectors also participated in exhibitions, although th
notably different from that of their European counterparts. This paper seeks to examine the role 
Chilean private art collectors played in the Santiago Exposición Internacional of 1875, the first 
international exhibition ever mounted in 
were involved in the exhibition and how their public image was shaped.

Ultimately, this paper will position that exhibition within the broader context of the Chilean exhibition 
practices, in order to show the relevance of the displaying of works belonging to private collections 
during the nineteenth century. As will be demonstrated, it was through exhibitions that the private 
taste, embodied by private art collections, temporarily transcended t
exhibitions greatly contributed to promoting and legitimising some collectors as models of good taste, 
and private collections as crucial instruments for the education of the public’s taste.
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V | The Visibility Of Private Collections  
Within The Public Arena 

 

experimental and mainstream cinema, modern architecture, and conceptual photogra
Ph.D. in Art History, Visual Art, and Theory at the University of British Columbia and teaches modern and 
contemporary art history in Kwantlen Polytechnic University’s Fine Arts Department. ). She is also co

, of the book Canadian Culinary Imaginations (McGill-Queens’ UP Press, forthcoming), a 
collection that explores how Canadian writers, artists, academics, cooks, performers, and gallery curators are 
inspired and challenged by the topic of food. 

 

 

Dr Marcela Drien (Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, Chile
  

Exhibiting Domestic Museums: Chilean Art Collectors at 
Santiago's Exposicion Internacional of 1875 

During the nineteenth century, it was not unusual for art collectors to participate in international 
exhibitions. Although countries usually relied on their local artists and public collections, private 
collectors gradually started to contribute to the fine arts sections of international e

The increasing importance of art collectors to these exhibitions is demonstrated by the fact that their 
participation eventually led to the creation of new categories for grouping private collections on display. 
Hence, international exhibitions could be considered not only as platforms for promoting artists and 
marketing their works, but also as forums for art owners to attain public and international visibility.

As in Europe, in Chile art collectors also participated in exhibitions, although th
notably different from that of their European counterparts. This paper seeks to examine the role 
Chilean private art collectors played in the Santiago Exposición Internacional of 1875, the first 
international exhibition ever mounted in Chile. Special attention will be paid to the ways in which they 
were involved in the exhibition and how their public image was shaped. 

Ultimately, this paper will position that exhibition within the broader context of the Chilean exhibition 
rder to show the relevance of the displaying of works belonging to private collections 

during the nineteenth century. As will be demonstrated, it was through exhibitions that the private 
taste, embodied by private art collections, temporarily transcended the domestic sphere. Indeed, 
exhibitions greatly contributed to promoting and legitimising some collectors as models of good taste, 
and private collections as crucial instruments for the education of the public’s taste.
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experimental and mainstream cinema, modern architecture, and conceptual photography. She completed her 
Ph.D. in Art History, Visual Art, and Theory at the University of British Columbia and teaches modern and 
contemporary art history in Kwantlen Polytechnic University’s Fine Arts Department. ). She is also co-editor, 

Queens’ UP Press, forthcoming), a 
collection that explores how Canadian writers, artists, academics, cooks, performers, and gallery curators are 

ez, Chile) 

Exhibiting Domestic Museums: Chilean Art Collectors at  

was not unusual for art collectors to participate in international 
exhibitions. Although countries usually relied on their local artists and public collections, private 
collectors gradually started to contribute to the fine arts sections of international exhibitions. 

The increasing importance of art collectors to these exhibitions is demonstrated by the fact that their 
participation eventually led to the creation of new categories for grouping private collections on display. 

could be considered not only as platforms for promoting artists and 
marketing their works, but also as forums for art owners to attain public and international visibility. 

As in Europe, in Chile art collectors also participated in exhibitions, although their involvement was 
notably different from that of their European counterparts. This paper seeks to examine the role 
Chilean private art collectors played in the Santiago Exposición Internacional of 1875, the first 

Chile. Special attention will be paid to the ways in which they 

Ultimately, this paper will position that exhibition within the broader context of the Chilean exhibition 
rder to show the relevance of the displaying of works belonging to private collections 

during the nineteenth century. As will be demonstrated, it was through exhibitions that the private 
he domestic sphere. Indeed, 

exhibitions greatly contributed to promoting and legitimising some collectors as models of good taste, 
and private collections as crucial instruments for the education of the public’s taste.  
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Dr Marcela Drien Ph.D. in Art Histor
History, History Department; Director of the Magister en Historia del Arte, and Researcher of the Centro de 
Estudios del Patrimonio at Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, Santiago, Chile.

Dr Rasmus

Collecting to be Modern: The Early Twentieth Century Art Collections 
of Prince Eugen, Ernest Thiel and Klas Fåhraeus

Around the beginning of the twentieth century, three magnificent collections of modernist art were 
assembled by private individuals and opened to the public in Stockholm. These presented artworks by 
modernists such as the Swedes Anders Zorn, Ernst Josephson and Eugène Jansson along with works 
by Pierre Renoir, Paul Gauguin, Edvard Munch and Auguste Rodin.
and interpreted international and Swedish modernist art to their audiences within the intimate setting of 
their owners’ homes. In both framing and content, they challenged the artistic establishment and the 
conservative public museum institutions of Sweden at the time, and they intervened in the discourses of 
art and its future. 

The fates and fortunes of the homes and private galleries of Prince Eugen (1865
(1859–1947) and Klas Fåhraeus (1862
into a personal monument through the decades, one was abruptly transformed to a state museum, and 
one collapsed as the collection was dispersed and the gallery sold. But more than their afterlife intere
– the practices of Eugen, Thiel and Fåhraeus in the early twentieth century are documents to an early 
and uncertain period in the canonization of Western modernism, and their initiatives reveal three 
distinct attempts by private actors at framing and p
modern in itself. 

The three collections found their home in newly erected, massive villas answering to Herman 
Muthesius’ (1861–1927) influential call for a modern dwelling, and they similarly represent three
attempts at both shaping and mirroring the lives of the collector
of collectors, collections, houses and interiors effectively merge, and the boundaries between public and 
private are deliberately kept elastic. All t
semiotic level – highly charged. Rhetorically, they simultaneously promote their owners, a certain way 
of life and modernism in the arts. These publicly accessible yet private collections are therefor
performative: they need a public to enact a positive vision of a new, improved and modern existence 
based on comfort, bourgeois values and aesthetic formalism in the arts.
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Ph.D. in Art History at Stony Brook University, New York. Assistant Professor of Art 
History, History Department; Director of the Magister en Historia del Arte, and Researcher of the Centro de 
Estudios del Patrimonio at Universidad Adolfo Ibáñez, Santiago, Chile. 

 

Rasmus Kjærboe (Ribe Art Museum, Denmark) 

Collecting to be Modern: The Early Twentieth Century Art Collections 
of Prince Eugen, Ernest Thiel and Klas Fåhraeus 

Around the beginning of the twentieth century, three magnificent collections of modernist art were 
sembled by private individuals and opened to the public in Stockholm. These presented artworks by 

modernists such as the Swedes Anders Zorn, Ernst Josephson and Eugène Jansson along with works 
by Pierre Renoir, Paul Gauguin, Edvard Munch and Auguste Rodin. All three collections introduced 
and interpreted international and Swedish modernist art to their audiences within the intimate setting of 
their owners’ homes. In both framing and content, they challenged the artistic establishment and the 

blic museum institutions of Sweden at the time, and they intervened in the discourses of 

The fates and fortunes of the homes and private galleries of Prince Eugen (1865
1947) and Klas Fåhraeus (1862–1944) are fascinating: One was steadily and gradually musealized 

into a personal monument through the decades, one was abruptly transformed to a state museum, and 
one collapsed as the collection was dispersed and the gallery sold. But more than their afterlife intere

the practices of Eugen, Thiel and Fåhraeus in the early twentieth century are documents to an early 
and uncertain period in the canonization of Western modernism, and their initiatives reveal three 
distinct attempts by private actors at framing and promoting not just modernism but an idea of being 

The three collections found their home in newly erected, massive villas answering to Herman 
1927) influential call for a modern dwelling, and they similarly represent three

attempts at both shaping and mirroring the lives of the collector-families housed within. The identities 
of collectors, collections, houses and interiors effectively merge, and the boundaries between public and 
private are deliberately kept elastic. All three collections are thus – on a phenomenological and a 

highly charged. Rhetorically, they simultaneously promote their owners, a certain way 
of life and modernism in the arts. These publicly accessible yet private collections are therefor
performative: they need a public to enact a positive vision of a new, improved and modern existence 
based on comfort, bourgeois values and aesthetic formalism in the arts. 
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y at Stony Brook University, New York. Assistant Professor of Art 
History, History Department; Director of the Magister en Historia del Arte, and Researcher of the Centro de 

  

Collecting to be Modern: The Early Twentieth Century Art Collections  

Around the beginning of the twentieth century, three magnificent collections of modernist art were 
sembled by private individuals and opened to the public in Stockholm. These presented artworks by 

modernists such as the Swedes Anders Zorn, Ernst Josephson and Eugène Jansson along with works 
All three collections introduced 

and interpreted international and Swedish modernist art to their audiences within the intimate setting of 
their owners’ homes. In both framing and content, they challenged the artistic establishment and the 

blic museum institutions of Sweden at the time, and they intervened in the discourses of 

The fates and fortunes of the homes and private galleries of Prince Eugen (1865–1947), Ernest Thiel 
ascinating: One was steadily and gradually musealized 

into a personal monument through the decades, one was abruptly transformed to a state museum, and 
one collapsed as the collection was dispersed and the gallery sold. But more than their afterlife interests 

the practices of Eugen, Thiel and Fåhraeus in the early twentieth century are documents to an early 
and uncertain period in the canonization of Western modernism, and their initiatives reveal three 

romoting not just modernism but an idea of being 

The three collections found their home in newly erected, massive villas answering to Herman 
1927) influential call for a modern dwelling, and they similarly represent three 

families housed within. The identities 
of collectors, collections, houses and interiors effectively merge, and the boundaries between public and 

on a phenomenological and a 
highly charged. Rhetorically, they simultaneously promote their owners, a certain way 

of life and modernism in the arts. These publicly accessible yet private collections are therefore 
performative: they need a public to enact a positive vision of a new, improved and modern existence 
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Prince Eugen’s Waldemarsudde and the Thielska Gallery are today highly popular 
received some scholarly attention 
never been satisfyingly analyzed as exhibitions or compared to the international culture of trading and 
collecting art of their time. The 
their biographies whereas a comparative approach has been lacking. My paper seeks to remedy this lack 
and is based on research undertaken in relation to my PhD on private collecting (co
examples of Eugen, Thiel and Fåhraeus are not isolated but help throw light on many more private 
collection museums – from the Frick Collection in New York to the Museum Folkwang in 
Hagen/Essen – who sought to actively intervene into pub

Dr Rasmus Kjærboe (*1979) received his PhD in art history from Aarhus University in 2016 on Collecting 
the Modern: Ordrupgaard and the Collection Museums of Modernist Art. His MA+ research degree was 
awarded by the University of Copenhagen in 2008. He is the Vice President of the Danish Association of Art 
Historians which organizes more than 400 members. Kjærboe has published on Danish modernism, museum 
history and the analysis of art and has taught several full courses at
note and session chair and presented papers at a number of international seminars and conferences, and 
himself organized several more conferences and seminars. Kjærboe continues to do public talks and popular 
courses in art history and art appreciation. Since 2016, he has been appointed senior curator at the Ribe Art 
Museum. 

 

 

 

Dr Kathryn Brown

Patrimony and Patronage: Collecting and Exhibiting Contemporary Art in France

Critical attention has recently turned to the expanding influence of private collectors on the public 
exhibition of contemporary art. From the exercise of influence on museum boards, the loan of works 
to selected galleries, and the founding of personal mus
expanded significantly from the private sphere into the realm of public art institutions. In recent years, 
France has witnessed a significant erosion of distinctions between such public and private spheres in 
the acquisition and display of contemporary art. This paper examines and evaluates three distinct, but 
inter-related examples of this trend: First, the founding of public museums by private collectors, 
notably the Fondation Louis Vuitton and the renovation of 
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Prince Eugen’s Waldemarsudde and the Thielska Gallery are today highly popular 
received some scholarly attention – Klas Fåhraeus’ lost gallery much less – 
never been satisfyingly analyzed as exhibitions or compared to the international culture of trading and 
collecting art of their time. The motives of their collectors have mostly been described in the light of 
their biographies whereas a comparative approach has been lacking. My paper seeks to remedy this lack 
and is based on research undertaken in relation to my PhD on private collecting (co
examples of Eugen, Thiel and Fåhraeus are not isolated but help throw light on many more private 

from the Frick Collection in New York to the Museum Folkwang in 
who sought to actively intervene into public discourses on life and on art.

(*1979) received his PhD in art history from Aarhus University in 2016 on Collecting 
the Modern: Ordrupgaard and the Collection Museums of Modernist Art. His MA+ research degree was 

sity of Copenhagen in 2008. He is the Vice President of the Danish Association of Art 
Historians which organizes more than 400 members. Kjærboe has published on Danish modernism, museum 
history and the analysis of art and has taught several full courses at universities in Denmark. He has been key 
note and session chair and presented papers at a number of international seminars and conferences, and 
himself organized several more conferences and seminars. Kjærboe continues to do public talks and popular 

es in art history and art appreciation. Since 2016, he has been appointed senior curator at the Ribe Art 

Dr Kathryn Brown (University of Loughborough, UK)
 

Patrimony and Patronage: Collecting and Exhibiting Contemporary Art in France

Critical attention has recently turned to the expanding influence of private collectors on the public 
exhibition of contemporary art. From the exercise of influence on museum boards, the loan of works 
to selected galleries, and the founding of personal museums, individual consumer preferences have 
expanded significantly from the private sphere into the realm of public art institutions. In recent years, 
France has witnessed a significant erosion of distinctions between such public and private spheres in 

acquisition and display of contemporary art. This paper examines and evaluates three distinct, but 
related examples of this trend: First, the founding of public museums by private collectors, 

notably the Fondation Louis Vuitton and the renovation of the Bourse de Commerce to house the 
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es in art history and art appreciation. Since 2016, he has been appointed senior curator at the Ribe Art 
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Patrimony and Patronage: Collecting and Exhibiting Contemporary Art in France 

Critical attention has recently turned to the expanding influence of private collectors on the public 
exhibition of contemporary art. From the exercise of influence on museum boards, the loan of works 

eums, individual consumer preferences have 
expanded significantly from the private sphere into the realm of public art institutions. In recent years, 
France has witnessed a significant erosion of distinctions between such public and private spheres in 

acquisition and display of contemporary art. This paper examines and evaluates three distinct, but 
related examples of this trend: First, the founding of public museums by private collectors, 

the Bourse de Commerce to house the 
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Panel VI

collection of Christie’s owner, François Pinault. Secondly, the exhibition of private collections in public 
institutions, illustrated by ‘The Eye of the Collector’ exhibition at the Musée d’art moderne et 
contemporaine in Strasbourg, 2016. Thirdly, the capture and exhibition of art production itself, a 
process illustrated by the inauguration of ‘Lafayette Anticipation’, a foundation and exhibition space 
created by the department store Galeries Lafayette. I contextualize t
contemporary art creation, collection, and display within a framework of political philosophy and 
examine the transfer of private power from one sphere of influence (one granted by capital) to another 
(one granted by public institutions). I consider how individual and corporate collectors of 
contemporary art can be seen to influence more than just market taste by determining the range of art 
that is available to local audiences, endorsing selected values, and reshaping urban geo
claims that are being made by and on behalf of new private patrons and consider the wider impact of 
their practices on the contemporary artworld and its legacies.

Dr Kathryn Brown is the author of Women Readers in French Painting 1870
Matisse’s Poets: Critical Performance in the Artist’s Book (forthcoming 2017, Bloomsbury Academic) and (as 
editor and contributor) The Art Book Tradition in Twentieth
Contemporary Art: Participation in Practice (I.B. Tauris, 2014/2016), and Perspectives on Degas 
(Routledge, 2016). Her articles have appeared in Print Quarterly, The History of Photography, Art & The 
Public Sphere, Life Writing, The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Forum f
Studies, European Journal of Cultural Studies, Memory Studies, n.paradoxa, American Art and in various 
edited collections and exhibition catalogues. She is the series editor of Contextualizing Art Markets 
(Bloomsbury Academic) and lectur
Kingdom). 

 

 
 

Gareth Fletcher

But is it Really Museum Quality? 
Impact of Institutional Provenance within the International Art Market

This paper will consider the phrase museum quality as applied to cultural objects at auction, and assess 
its role as both a critical endorsement and marketing device within the international art market. It will 
examine the incorporation of public
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Panel VI | Museum Quality? Deaccessioning  
Museums Onto The Art Market 

collection of Christie’s owner, François Pinault. Secondly, the exhibition of private collections in public 
institutions, illustrated by ‘The Eye of the Collector’ exhibition at the Musée d’art moderne et 

n Strasbourg, 2016. Thirdly, the capture and exhibition of art production itself, a 
process illustrated by the inauguration of ‘Lafayette Anticipation’, a foundation and exhibition space 
created by the department store Galeries Lafayette. I contextualize these intersecting aspects of 
contemporary art creation, collection, and display within a framework of political philosophy and 
examine the transfer of private power from one sphere of influence (one granted by capital) to another 

titutions). I consider how individual and corporate collectors of 
contemporary art can be seen to influence more than just market taste by determining the range of art 
that is available to local audiences, endorsing selected values, and reshaping urban geo
claims that are being made by and on behalf of new private patrons and consider the wider impact of 
their practices on the contemporary artworld and its legacies. 

is the author of Women Readers in French Painting 1870
Matisse’s Poets: Critical Performance in the Artist’s Book (forthcoming 2017, Bloomsbury Academic) and (as 
editor and contributor) The Art Book Tradition in Twentieth-Century Europe (Ashgate, 2013), Interactive 

pation in Practice (I.B. Tauris, 2014/2016), and Perspectives on Degas 
(Routledge, 2016). Her articles have appeared in Print Quarterly, The History of Photography, Art & The 
Public Sphere, Life Writing, The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Forum f
Studies, European Journal of Cultural Studies, Memory Studies, n.paradoxa, American Art and in various 
edited collections and exhibition catalogues. She is the series editor of Contextualizing Art Markets 
(Bloomsbury Academic) and lectures in modern and contemporary art at Loughborough University (United 

 
Gareth Fletcher (Sotheby's Institute of Art, London)

 
But is it Really Museum Quality? – Evaluating the  

Impact of Institutional Provenance within the International Art Market

This paper will consider the phrase museum quality as applied to cultural objects at auction, and assess 
ndorsement and marketing device within the international art market. It will 

examine the incorporation of public-sector and private-sector cultural institutions within the ownership 
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institutions, illustrated by ‘The Eye of the Collector’ exhibition at the Musée d’art moderne et 

n Strasbourg, 2016. Thirdly, the capture and exhibition of art production itself, a 
process illustrated by the inauguration of ‘Lafayette Anticipation’, a foundation and exhibition space 

hese intersecting aspects of 
contemporary art creation, collection, and display within a framework of political philosophy and 
examine the transfer of private power from one sphere of influence (one granted by capital) to another 

titutions). I consider how individual and corporate collectors of 
contemporary art can be seen to influence more than just market taste by determining the range of art 
that is available to local audiences, endorsing selected values, and reshaping urban geographies. I debate 
claims that are being made by and on behalf of new private patrons and consider the wider impact of 

is the author of Women Readers in French Painting 1870–1890 (Ashgate, 2012), 
Matisse’s Poets: Critical Performance in the Artist’s Book (forthcoming 2017, Bloomsbury Academic) and (as 

Century Europe (Ashgate, 2013), Interactive 
pation in Practice (I.B. Tauris, 2014/2016), and Perspectives on Degas 

(Routledge, 2016). Her articles have appeared in Print Quarterly, The History of Photography, Art & The 
Public Sphere, Life Writing, The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Forum for Modern Language 
Studies, European Journal of Cultural Studies, Memory Studies, n.paradoxa, American Art and in various 
edited collections and exhibition catalogues. She is the series editor of Contextualizing Art Markets 

es in modern and contemporary art at Loughborough University (United 

)  

Impact of Institutional Provenance within the International Art Market 

This paper will consider the phrase museum quality as applied to cultural objects at auction, and assess 
ndorsement and marketing device within the international art market. It will 

sector cultural institutions within the ownership 
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history of objects, and seek to identify and establish a critical endorsem
impact of provenance information on the economic performance of objects consigned to auction. 
Throughout this paper the concept of value will be explored from both cultural and financial 
perspectives, in order to evaluate the i

Museum quality is an adjective applied to cultural objects within the art market that functions both as a 
cultural value determinant and marketing strategy to stimulate buyer demand. It also acts as
critical endorsement with the potential to increase buyer confidence and mitigate perceptions of 
financial risk associated with the acquisition of cultural objects. In the United Kingdom, the Museums 
Association Code of Conduct discourages publi
their permanent collections, which is a process more likely to occur within the private
Therefore, the critical distinction between private
for the analysis of the commercial application of this exclusive phrase.

Four case studies will be used to identify and measure the museum quality endorsement as applied to a 
range of cultural objects, to consider the various ways in which the phrase is define
within the art market. Examples will be chosen from a broad range of art market sectors to examine the 
relationship between public-sector and private
these objects at auction. 

The paper will conclude by considering the traditional hierarchies of the art market as identified 
through the critical endorsement framework, and propose a future inversion of this paradigm as a 
response to the impact of technological innovation on contemporary 

Gareth Fletcher is a Lecturer in Art Business at Sotheby’s Institute of Art (SIA), where he is a member of 
MA Art Business faculty, Co-Academic Leader of the Art Business, Foundations & Placement semester course 
and Co-Leader of the Art and its Markets summer study programme. He also lectures on Strategy and Risk 
Management as part of the Business Management in the Art World Executive Education programme, and on 
the Contemporary Art Market as part of the Frieze Art Fair: Contempo

He holds a BA (Art History, History) and BFA (Film) from the University of Canterbury (New Zealand), 
and is a graduate of the MA (Art Business) at Sotheby’s Institute of Art. He has recently received a TECHNE 
AHRC scholarship to pursue a PhD examining the semiotics of provenance as institutional construct in the 
establishment of cultural and economic value in the market for Near Eastern antiquities. He has also recently 
contributed the chapter Criminal Activity and Art:
publication, ‘Art Business Today: 20 Key Topics’.
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history of objects, and seek to identify and establish a critical endorsement framework to measure the 
impact of provenance information on the economic performance of objects consigned to auction. 
Throughout this paper the concept of value will be explored from both cultural and financial 
perspectives, in order to evaluate the impact of institutional hierarchies within the art market.

Museum quality is an adjective applied to cultural objects within the art market that functions both as a 
cultural value determinant and marketing strategy to stimulate buyer demand. It also acts as
critical endorsement with the potential to increase buyer confidence and mitigate perceptions of 
financial risk associated with the acquisition of cultural objects. In the United Kingdom, the Museums 
Association Code of Conduct discourages public-sector museums from deaccessioning objects from 
their permanent collections, which is a process more likely to occur within the private
Therefore, the critical distinction between private-sector and public-sector policies sets the conditions 

the analysis of the commercial application of this exclusive phrase. 

Four case studies will be used to identify and measure the museum quality endorsement as applied to a 
range of cultural objects, to consider the various ways in which the phrase is define
within the art market. Examples will be chosen from a broad range of art market sectors to examine the 

sector and private-sector institutional provenance and the performance of 

er will conclude by considering the traditional hierarchies of the art market as identified 
through the critical endorsement framework, and propose a future inversion of this paradigm as a 
response to the impact of technological innovation on contemporary collecting strategies.

is a Lecturer in Art Business at Sotheby’s Institute of Art (SIA), where he is a member of 
Academic Leader of the Art Business, Foundations & Placement semester course 

the Art and its Markets summer study programme. He also lectures on Strategy and Risk 
Management as part of the Business Management in the Art World Executive Education programme, and on 
the Contemporary Art Market as part of the Frieze Art Fair: Contemporary Art Today short course syllabus.

He holds a BA (Art History, History) and BFA (Film) from the University of Canterbury (New Zealand), 
and is a graduate of the MA (Art Business) at Sotheby’s Institute of Art. He has recently received a TECHNE 

larship to pursue a PhD examining the semiotics of provenance as institutional construct in the 
establishment of cultural and economic value in the market for Near Eastern antiquities. He has also recently 
contributed the chapter Criminal Activity and Art: Fakes, Forgeries and Thefts for the forthcoming 
publication, ‘Art Business Today: 20 Key Topics’. 
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sector policies sets the conditions 

Four case studies will be used to identify and measure the museum quality endorsement as applied to a 
range of cultural objects, to consider the various ways in which the phrase is defined and interpreted 
within the art market. Examples will be chosen from a broad range of art market sectors to examine the 
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collecting strategies.  
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Dr 

‘You Have Culled One or Two Beauties but the Memorial of Art is Gone’: 
How (Not) to Translate Paintings of 

By the mid nineteenth-century Carl Krüger of Minden in Westphalia had amassed a huge collection of 
fifteenth and early sixteenth-century paintings from his region. Displayed chronologically in his home, 
the collection gained fame in Germany as a rare illus
visited by Johann Passavant, Joseph Crowe and the art
was featured in numerous scholarly publications. Krüger’s decision to sell coincided with a Select 
Committee on the National Gallery of 1853, which concluded the national collection ought to illustrate 
the history of art, not just beautiful old masters. This led to the reconstitution of the Gallery in 1855, 
when Sir Charles Eastlake was appointed Director and 
paintings, especially from Italian schools before Raphael. But in an enterprising move, William Dyce 
convinced the government to purchase Krüger’s collection for the Gallery a year before that 
reconstitution. He was not 

the only one to recognize its historical significance for illustrating the history of this previously 
unknown Westphalian school, but the vast majority of commentators quickly agreed such a collection 
had no place in the Gallery. Very few of its 
Galleries and a law was passed to allow the Gallery to sell most of them in 1857. Apart from select 
“beauties” kept at the National Gallery, this unique collection was dispersed across different publ
private collections, and much of it has since been lost.

This paper explores these events against the context of other attempts by private collectors to present 
or sell early German paintings to the National Gallery, and offers insight into a number
pertinent to this conference. It sets out the practical implications of the Krüger acquisition for the 
Gallery’s approach to purchasing whole collections and disposing of unwanted portions of them 
through re-sale and loan in the 1850s and early 
collectors and public galleries to valuing paintings and collections of paintings of ‘questionable artistic 
merit’ yet historic interest. Specifically it reveals conflicting approaches to this in 1854 conce
National Gallery that might have taken it in a different direction from Eastlake’s after the 1855 
reconstitution. Finally, by examining the fate of some of the Krüger paintings re
market in 1857, this paper contrasts different
importance of the Gallery’s brief ownership of these paintings, and illustrates the variety of ways new 
meanings could be attached to paintings in private and alternative public settings.

Dr Nicola Sinclair completed her AHRC funded PhD thesis, “Nineteenth
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Dr Nicola Sinclair (University of York, UK)  
 

‘You Have Culled One or Two Beauties but the Memorial of Art is Gone’: 
How (Not) to Translate Paintings of Historical Value from Private to Public Collections and Back Again in 

Mid-Nineteenth-Century Britain 

century Carl Krüger of Minden in Westphalia had amassed a huge collection of 
century paintings from his region. Displayed chronologically in his home, 

the collection gained fame in Germany as a rare illustration of the rise and fall of the school. It was 
visited by Johann Passavant, Joseph Crowe and the art-critic Henry Clarke Barlow among others, and 
was featured in numerous scholarly publications. Krüger’s decision to sell coincided with a Select 

ee on the National Gallery of 1853, which concluded the national collection ought to illustrate 
the history of art, not just beautiful old masters. This led to the reconstitution of the Gallery in 1855, 
when Sir Charles Eastlake was appointed Director and given an unprecedented budget to purchase new 
paintings, especially from Italian schools before Raphael. But in an enterprising move, William Dyce 
convinced the government to purchase Krüger’s collection for the Gallery a year before that 

the only one to recognize its historical significance for illustrating the history of this previously 
unknown Westphalian school, but the vast majority of commentators quickly agreed such a collection 
had no place in the Gallery. Very few of its paintings were ever displayed. Many were loaned to other 
Galleries and a law was passed to allow the Gallery to sell most of them in 1857. Apart from select 
“beauties” kept at the National Gallery, this unique collection was dispersed across different publ
private collections, and much of it has since been lost. 

This paper explores these events against the context of other attempts by private collectors to present 
or sell early German paintings to the National Gallery, and offers insight into a number
pertinent to this conference. It sets out the practical implications of the Krüger acquisition for the 
Gallery’s approach to purchasing whole collections and disposing of unwanted portions of them 

sale and loan in the 1850s and early 1860s. It exposes different approaches by private 
collectors and public galleries to valuing paintings and collections of paintings of ‘questionable artistic 
merit’ yet historic interest. Specifically it reveals conflicting approaches to this in 1854 conce
National Gallery that might have taken it in a different direction from Eastlake’s after the 1855 
reconstitution. Finally, by examining the fate of some of the Krüger paintings re
market in 1857, this paper contrasts different perceptions among dealers and collectors of the 
importance of the Gallery’s brief ownership of these paintings, and illustrates the variety of ways new 
meanings could be attached to paintings in private and alternative public settings.

completed her AHRC funded PhD thesis, “Nineteenth-Century British Perspectives on 
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‘You Have Culled One or Two Beauties but the Memorial of Art is Gone’:  
Historical Value from Private to Public Collections and Back Again in 

century Carl Krüger of Minden in Westphalia had amassed a huge collection of 
century paintings from his region. Displayed chronologically in his home, 

tration of the rise and fall of the school. It was 
critic Henry Clarke Barlow among others, and 

was featured in numerous scholarly publications. Krüger’s decision to sell coincided with a Select 
ee on the National Gallery of 1853, which concluded the national collection ought to illustrate 

the history of art, not just beautiful old masters. This led to the reconstitution of the Gallery in 1855, 
given an unprecedented budget to purchase new 

paintings, especially from Italian schools before Raphael. But in an enterprising move, William Dyce 
convinced the government to purchase Krüger’s collection for the Gallery a year before that 

the only one to recognize its historical significance for illustrating the history of this previously 
unknown Westphalian school, but the vast majority of commentators quickly agreed such a collection 

paintings were ever displayed. Many were loaned to other 
Galleries and a law was passed to allow the Gallery to sell most of them in 1857. Apart from select 
“beauties” kept at the National Gallery, this unique collection was dispersed across different public and 

This paper explores these events against the context of other attempts by private collectors to present 
or sell early German paintings to the National Gallery, and offers insight into a number of themes 
pertinent to this conference. It sets out the practical implications of the Krüger acquisition for the 
Gallery’s approach to purchasing whole collections and disposing of unwanted portions of them 

1860s. It exposes different approaches by private 
collectors and public galleries to valuing paintings and collections of paintings of ‘questionable artistic 
merit’ yet historic interest. Specifically it reveals conflicting approaches to this in 1854 concerning the 
National Gallery that might have taken it in a different direction from Eastlake’s after the 1855 
reconstitution. Finally, by examining the fate of some of the Krüger paintings re-sold on the private 

perceptions among dealers and collectors of the 
importance of the Gallery’s brief ownership of these paintings, and illustrates the variety of ways new 
meanings could be attached to paintings in private and alternative public settings. 

Century British Perspectives on 
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Early German Paintings: The Case of the Krüger Collection at the National Gallery and Beyond” in July 
2016. Her key interests are the place of early German painting in Britis
literature and on the art market. Her research was part of the collaborative project Shifting Perspectives on 
German Renaissance Art, led by Jeanne Nuechterlein at the University of York and Susan Foister, National 
Gallery, London. She helped curate parts of the National Gallery exhibition, Strange Beauty: Masters of the 
German Renaissance in 2014. She is currently an associate teacher at the University of York

 

Martin Hartung

A Philanthropic Legacy: The Controversial Case of Dia in New York

the Dia Art Foundation (Dia) auctioned nearly 30 works from its pioneering collection of American 
Minimal and Conceptual Art at Sotheby’s in New York. At the centre of the group of works stood
several pieces by the painter Cy Twombly (1928
Collection had dedicated the Cy Twombly Gallery in Houston, Texas in 1991. For the sale, a press 
release issued by the foundation stated: “Dia’s rich hist
November auctions by a selection of fourteen works by the artist that provide a retrospective view of 
his indomitable career.” Masking the de
interpreting it as an honouring gesture to the close relationship with the artist’s body of work, the 
auction sale nonetheless merely pointed towards Dia’s long history of financial and structural struggles. 
Founded in 1974 in New York by the German gallerist Heiner Fr
Winkler, and financially backed by the Menil family, the foundation established a unique relationship to 
the exhibition of particularly space
artists like Michael Heizer, Donald Judd, and Walther De Maria the possibility to realise their various 
site-specific works. 

On 13 and 14 November 2013 –
Dia’s unique collection habits, which where 
and Philippa de Menil – resembled the history of Renaissance patronage and translated the concept into 
the 20th century. As Friedrich remembered in the late 1980s, Dia’s collection was always mean
a ‘future museum’ and followed a clear philanthropic vision: “We allowed artists the time to work 
without commercial threat or to waste time with commercial ambitions. We secured a basic portion of 
their needed funds and that was the blessing of
especially since most of Dia’s early acquisitions matched Friedrich’s gallery roster, any celebration of 
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Early German Paintings: The Case of the Krüger Collection at the National Gallery and Beyond” in July 
2016. Her key interests are the place of early German painting in British public and private collections, in 
literature and on the art market. Her research was part of the collaborative project Shifting Perspectives on 
German Renaissance Art, led by Jeanne Nuechterlein at the University of York and Susan Foister, National 

ery, London. She helped curate parts of the National Gallery exhibition, Strange Beauty: Masters of the 
German Renaissance in 2014. She is currently an associate teacher at the University of York

 

 
Martin Hartung (ETH Zürich, Switzerland)  

 
Philanthropic Legacy: The Controversial Case of Dia in New York

the Dia Art Foundation (Dia) auctioned nearly 30 works from its pioneering collection of American 
Minimal and Conceptual Art at Sotheby’s in New York. At the centre of the group of works stood
several pieces by the painter Cy Twombly (1928-2011), to whom both Dia and the closely related Menil 
Collection had dedicated the Cy Twombly Gallery in Houston, Texas in 1991. For the sale, a press 
release issued by the foundation stated: “Dia’s rich history with Twombly is represented in the 
November auctions by a selection of fourteen works by the artist that provide a retrospective view of 
his indomitable career.” Masking the de-accessioning of core works of Dia’s collection by ambiguously 

it as an honouring gesture to the close relationship with the artist’s body of work, the 
auction sale nonetheless merely pointed towards Dia’s long history of financial and structural struggles. 
Founded in 1974 in New York by the German gallerist Heiner Friedrich and the art historian Helen 
Winkler, and financially backed by the Menil family, the foundation established a unique relationship to 
the exhibition of particularly space-demanding and large-scale artworks. Amongst others, it offered 

chael Heizer, Donald Judd, and Walther De Maria the possibility to realise their various 

– shortly before celebrating its 40th anniversary 
Dia’s unique collection habits, which where essentially those of private individuals 

resembled the history of Renaissance patronage and translated the concept into 
the 20th century. As Friedrich remembered in the late 1980s, Dia’s collection was always mean
a ‘future museum’ and followed a clear philanthropic vision: “We allowed artists the time to work 
without commercial threat or to waste time with commercial ambitions. We secured a basic portion of 
their needed funds and that was the blessing of Dia.” From the outset closely related to the art market, 
especially since most of Dia’s early acquisitions matched Friedrich’s gallery roster, any celebration of 
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Early German Paintings: The Case of the Krüger Collection at the National Gallery and Beyond” in July 
h public and private collections, in 

literature and on the art market. Her research was part of the collaborative project Shifting Perspectives on 
German Renaissance Art, led by Jeanne Nuechterlein at the University of York and Susan Foister, National 

ery, London. She helped curate parts of the National Gallery exhibition, Strange Beauty: Masters of the 
German Renaissance in 2014. She is currently an associate teacher at the University of York. 

Philanthropic Legacy: The Controversial Case of Dia in New York 

the Dia Art Foundation (Dia) auctioned nearly 30 works from its pioneering collection of American 
Minimal and Conceptual Art at Sotheby’s in New York. At the centre of the group of works stood 

2011), to whom both Dia and the closely related Menil 
Collection had dedicated the Cy Twombly Gallery in Houston, Texas in 1991. For the sale, a press 

ory with Twombly is represented in the 
November auctions by a selection of fourteen works by the artist that provide a retrospective view of 

accessioning of core works of Dia’s collection by ambiguously 
it as an honouring gesture to the close relationship with the artist’s body of work, the 

auction sale nonetheless merely pointed towards Dia’s long history of financial and structural struggles. 
iedrich and the art historian Helen 

Winkler, and financially backed by the Menil family, the foundation established a unique relationship to 
scale artworks. Amongst others, it offered 

chael Heizer, Donald Judd, and Walther De Maria the possibility to realise their various 

shortly before celebrating its 40th anniversary – My paper argues that 
essentially those of private individuals – namely Friedrich 

resembled the history of Renaissance patronage and translated the concept into 
the 20th century. As Friedrich remembered in the late 1980s, Dia’s collection was always meant to enter 
a ‘future museum’ and followed a clear philanthropic vision: “We allowed artists the time to work 
without commercial threat or to waste time with commercial ambitions. We secured a basic portion of 

Dia.” From the outset closely related to the art market, 
especially since most of Dia’s early acquisitions matched Friedrich’s gallery roster, any celebration of 
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Dia as a “non-commercial” space for artists remains to be treated with care, not least in the
the auction at Sotheby’s in 2013, which did not meet Friedrich’s approval. In 2013, the former gallerist 
sued Dia together with his ex-wife Fariha Friedrich (formerly known as Philippa de Menil) in order to 
stop the sale, but withdrew the suit 
permanent home at Dia: Beacon, a former warehouse upstate New York, which opened in 2003 
joining various Dia-operated sites in the US, including De Maria’s Land Art project The Lig
(1977) –, the foundation was faced with severe financial struggles, which had already occurred in 1985 
and had resulted in major cut
philanthropic vision underlying Dia. Moreov
organization’ faces over time, especially if so closely tied to the art market.

 

Martin Hartung is a doctoral candidate at ETH Zurich, where he researches the exhibition history of 
architectural projects on the art market. From January until June, 2016 he was a Visiting Scholar at 
Columbia University in New York. After his studies of art history, an
Luther-University in Halle-Wittenberg (2002
in Weil am Rhein (2009/2010), as scientific assistant at ZKM | Museum for Contemporary Art in Karlsruhe 
(2010/2011), and from 2011 to 2013 as Curatorial Assistant at the Department of Media and Performance 
Art at the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Aside from curatorial projects he is part of a network for art 
market research at Technical University in Berlin (Forum Kuns
Board for the Art Market Dictionary (AMD) at the publishing house De Gruyter.

 

 

 

Dr Kate A. Beats (Cambridge Archaeological Unit, 

Cambridge’s First Museums: The Private College Collections Behind the Public Museums in Cambridge

The collections owned by the University of Cambridge are spread across eight museums, and range 
from the art and antiquities of a
museums aim to educate and entertain, with significant sums of funding being directed towards 
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VII | Private Collections & Public Museums: 
Working Across Boundaries 

commercial” space for artists remains to be treated with care, not least in the
the auction at Sotheby’s in 2013, which did not meet Friedrich’s approval. In 2013, the former gallerist 

wife Fariha Friedrich (formerly known as Philippa de Menil) in order to 
stop the sale, but withdrew the suit a week later. Shortly after a number of collection items had found a 
permanent home at Dia: Beacon, a former warehouse upstate New York, which opened in 2003 

operated sites in the US, including De Maria’s Land Art project The Lig
, the foundation was faced with severe financial struggles, which had already occurred in 1985 

and had resulted in major cut-backs. The paper will focus on the possibilities and limits of the 
philanthropic vision underlying Dia. Moreover, it will analyze the challenges a ‘nonprofit (art) 
organization’ faces over time, especially if so closely tied to the art market. 

is a doctoral candidate at ETH Zurich, where he researches the exhibition history of 
architectural projects on the art market. From January until June, 2016 he was a Visiting Scholar at 
Columbia University in New York. After his studies of art history, anthropology, and theology at Martin

Wittenberg (2002-2007) he worked as assistant curator at Vitra Design Museum 
in Weil am Rhein (2009/2010), as scientific assistant at ZKM | Museum for Contemporary Art in Karlsruhe 

and from 2011 to 2013 as Curatorial Assistant at the Department of Media and Performance 
Art at the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Aside from curatorial projects he is part of a network for art 
market research at Technical University in Berlin (Forum Kunst und Markt) and member of the Editorial 
Board for the Art Market Dictionary (AMD) at the publishing house De Gruyter. 

 
 

Cambridge Archaeological Unit, University of Cambridge

Cambridge’s First Museums: The Private College Collections Behind the Public Museums in Cambridge

The collections owned by the University of Cambridge are spread across eight museums, and range 
from the art and antiquities of ancient worlds to fossilised remains of long extinct animals. These 
museums aim to educate and entertain, with significant sums of funding being directed towards 
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Public Museums:  

commercial” space for artists remains to be treated with care, not least in the context of 
the auction at Sotheby’s in 2013, which did not meet Friedrich’s approval. In 2013, the former gallerist 

wife Fariha Friedrich (formerly known as Philippa de Menil) in order to 
a week later. Shortly after a number of collection items had found a 

permanent home at Dia: Beacon, a former warehouse upstate New York, which opened in 2003 – thus 
operated sites in the US, including De Maria’s Land Art project The Lightning Field 

, the foundation was faced with severe financial struggles, which had already occurred in 1985 
backs. The paper will focus on the possibilities and limits of the 

er, it will analyze the challenges a ‘nonprofit (art) 

is a doctoral candidate at ETH Zurich, where he researches the exhibition history of 
architectural projects on the art market. From January until June, 2016 he was a Visiting Scholar at 

thropology, and theology at Martin-
2007) he worked as assistant curator at Vitra Design Museum 

in Weil am Rhein (2009/2010), as scientific assistant at ZKM | Museum for Contemporary Art in Karlsruhe 
and from 2011 to 2013 as Curatorial Assistant at the Department of Media and Performance 

Art at the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Aside from curatorial projects he is part of a network for art 
t und Markt) and member of the Editorial 

 

University of Cambridge, UK) 

Cambridge’s First Museums: The Private College Collections Behind the Public Museums in Cambridge 

The collections owned by the University of Cambridge are spread across eight museums, and range 
ncient worlds to fossilised remains of long extinct animals. These 

museums aim to educate and entertain, with significant sums of funding being directed towards 
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reaching as many visitors from as wider background as possible. These objects may be institutio
owned, but they are required to work for the public at large. However, many of these objects were once 
under private ownership, either by individuals or by Cambridge colleges. The objects themselves are 
consistent, whilst the ownership changes and th

This paper intends to explore these environmental changes as aspects of the history of the collections at 
the University of Cambridge Museums. Discussion will focus on two different forms of collections, 
both within the institution of the college. The first 
donations by former students from the late 17th century onwards. Endowments would vary in quality, 
from Egyptian coffins (complete with mummy) to zebra heads and ‘a mass of hair (w
objects and touring exhibitions were displayed to the public in the Wren Library on college grounds, 
fifty years before the opening of Britain’s first public museum. The second 
Samuel Savage Lewis – was collec
part of Lewis’s rooms at Corpus Christi College in the 19th century, which came to be filled with his 
4,000 antiquities and oddments, accessible by invitation only. Lewis bequeathed his coll
College, leading to the more official sounding ‘Lewis Museum’ with its former owner replaced by a 
curator. This short lived museum was another tourist attraction for those visiting Cambridge, evidenced 
by visitor books. By the 1990’s, the maj
the Fitzwilliam Museum on long term loan, in the midst of mixed feelings from the respective colleges.

This paper asks what differences can be uncovered between these two collections, particularl
relation to their identity as either ‘private’ or ‘public’ and the changes that occurred to the way these 
collections where experienced throughout their earlier history of being on display. Why were these 
collections formed in the first place? Did the
their physical environments? Who were their intended audience? Did they have any concrete 
connection to the University? What happened when the collections were centralised? By focusing upon 
two collections within the college system, this paper intends to explore the importance of object 
ownership and display to the University and its staff, and the history of Cambridge’s first museums.

Dr Kate A. Beats received her Doctorate in Classics from the University of Warwick in 2012, on the topic of 
a contextualised interpretation of ancient Athenian pottery. Following her submission, she worked as a 
Teaching Fellow at the University of Warwick before moving to
Research Assistant at the Museum of Classical Archaeology, followed by a role as Research Assistant at the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, from which time this research originates. Her research on the reception of ancient vase
in eighteenth-century Britain has led to a publication in the edited volume, Material Aspects of Mourning 
(forthcoming). This followed on from her continued interest in the history of collections. She has published an 
article on the collection of Samuel 
(2016). She continues to work with ceramics as Pottery Specialist at the Cambridge Archaeological Unit, 
which is part of the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology at the University o
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reaching as many visitors from as wider background as possible. These objects may be institutio
owned, but they are required to work for the public at large. However, many of these objects were once 
under private ownership, either by individuals or by Cambridge colleges. The objects themselves are 
consistent, whilst the ownership changes and the institutions develop. 

This paper intends to explore these environmental changes as aspects of the history of the collections at 
the University of Cambridge Museums. Discussion will focus on two different forms of collections, 

of the college. The first - Trinity College collection 
donations by former students from the late 17th century onwards. Endowments would vary in quality, 
from Egyptian coffins (complete with mummy) to zebra heads and ‘a mass of hair (w
objects and touring exhibitions were displayed to the public in the Wren Library on college grounds, 
fifty years before the opening of Britain’s first public museum. The second – 

was collected, owned and curated in what was known as the ‘crypt’. This was 
part of Lewis’s rooms at Corpus Christi College in the 19th century, which came to be filled with his 
4,000 antiquities and oddments, accessible by invitation only. Lewis bequeathed his coll
College, leading to the more official sounding ‘Lewis Museum’ with its former owner replaced by a 
curator. This short lived museum was another tourist attraction for those visiting Cambridge, evidenced 
by visitor books. By the 1990’s, the majority of both collections were housed under the same roof in 
the Fitzwilliam Museum on long term loan, in the midst of mixed feelings from the respective colleges.

This paper asks what differences can be uncovered between these two collections, particularl
relation to their identity as either ‘private’ or ‘public’ and the changes that occurred to the way these 
collections where experienced throughout their earlier history of being on display. Why were these 
collections formed in the first place? Did the quality of the objects matter? How were they effected by 
their physical environments? Who were their intended audience? Did they have any concrete 
connection to the University? What happened when the collections were centralised? By focusing upon 

ections within the college system, this paper intends to explore the importance of object 
ownership and display to the University and its staff, and the history of Cambridge’s first museums.

received her Doctorate in Classics from the University of Warwick in 2012, on the topic of 
a contextualised interpretation of ancient Athenian pottery. Following her submission, she worked as a 
Teaching Fellow at the University of Warwick before moving to Cambridge in 2014 to work as Curator and 
Research Assistant at the Museum of Classical Archaeology, followed by a role as Research Assistant at the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, from which time this research originates. Her research on the reception of ancient vase

century Britain has led to a publication in the edited volume, Material Aspects of Mourning 
(forthcoming). This followed on from her continued interest in the history of collections. She has published an 
article on the collection of Samuel Savage Lewis in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society 
(2016). She continues to work with ceramics as Pottery Specialist at the Cambridge Archaeological Unit, 
which is part of the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology at the University o
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reaching as many visitors from as wider background as possible. These objects may be institutionally 
owned, but they are required to work for the public at large. However, many of these objects were once 
under private ownership, either by individuals or by Cambridge colleges. The objects themselves are 

This paper intends to explore these environmental changes as aspects of the history of the collections at 
the University of Cambridge Museums. Discussion will focus on two different forms of collections, 

Trinity College collection – was formed through 
donations by former students from the late 17th century onwards. Endowments would vary in quality, 
from Egyptian coffins (complete with mummy) to zebra heads and ‘a mass of hair (worm eaten)’. These 
objects and touring exhibitions were displayed to the public in the Wren Library on college grounds, 

 the private collection of 
ted, owned and curated in what was known as the ‘crypt’. This was 

part of Lewis’s rooms at Corpus Christi College in the 19th century, which came to be filled with his 
4,000 antiquities and oddments, accessible by invitation only. Lewis bequeathed his collection to the 
College, leading to the more official sounding ‘Lewis Museum’ with its former owner replaced by a 
curator. This short lived museum was another tourist attraction for those visiting Cambridge, evidenced 

ority of both collections were housed under the same roof in 
the Fitzwilliam Museum on long term loan, in the midst of mixed feelings from the respective colleges. 

This paper asks what differences can be uncovered between these two collections, particularly in 
relation to their identity as either ‘private’ or ‘public’ and the changes that occurred to the way these 
collections where experienced throughout their earlier history of being on display. Why were these 

quality of the objects matter? How were they effected by 
their physical environments? Who were their intended audience? Did they have any concrete 
connection to the University? What happened when the collections were centralised? By focusing upon 

ections within the college system, this paper intends to explore the importance of object 
ownership and display to the University and its staff, and the history of Cambridge’s first museums. 

received her Doctorate in Classics from the University of Warwick in 2012, on the topic of 
a contextualised interpretation of ancient Athenian pottery. Following her submission, she worked as a 

Cambridge in 2014 to work as Curator and 
Research Assistant at the Museum of Classical Archaeology, followed by a role as Research Assistant at the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, from which time this research originates. Her research on the reception of ancient vases 

century Britain has led to a publication in the edited volume, Material Aspects of Mourning 
(forthcoming). This followed on from her continued interest in the history of collections. She has published an 

Savage Lewis in the Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society 
(2016). She continues to work with ceramics as Pottery Specialist at the Cambridge Archaeological Unit, 
which is part of the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology at the University of Cambridge. 
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Helen Ritchie (The 

The Frua-Valsecchi Collection at The Fitzwilliam Museum: a Case Study
 
Part of the Frua-Valsecchi Collection in the collectors’ hom
© Massimo Listri 

The Fitzwilliam Museum has a long history of accepting private collections of art into its public 
holdings. Like many of Britain’s oldest art institutions, its contents today can very much be described as 
a ‘collection of collections’. In the museu
temporary loan of more than 100 superb works of art from the Frua

Over the past fifty years, Francesca and Massimo Valsecchi, former art dealers themselves, have 
collected an astonishingly eclectic range of art, ranging from paintings by Stanley Spencer and Giovanni 
Cariani, furniture by William Burges and Giuseppe Maggiolini and works of art including early 
European porcelain (including a Meissen vulture made for Augustus the Str
Christopher Dresser ceramics, Tiffany, Fabergé and Voysey.

Until now, this rich and complex assemblage has remained private, displayed in their home in Cadogan 
Square, Chelsea and screened from public view due to the intense modesty
describe their collection as about ‘ideas, not ego’. However, a new renovation
family to Palermo, Sicily, thus precipitating the loan of part of their collection to The Fitzwilliam 
Museum, the art museum of the 
donors’ desire for the collection to be used in new and imaginative ways.

As a contemporary and ongoing long
at least, in a public space. Curators have worked alongside the donors in order to preserve the distinct 
identity of the collection, whilst visually integrating it into the public galleries, creating beautiful, 
challenging, and often surprising juxtapositions.

This beautifully-illustrated paper will detail the process of this transition and the continuing presence of 
private possessions enriching and enhancing public institutions. It will explain the differences and 
challenges faced in displaying and re
museum, as well as the dynamics of working alongside, and negotiating with, interested and intelligent 
donors, who have their own views on the arrangement and purpose of the collection. It is hoped that 
this paper will make clear the mutual benefits which arise from private collectors and public institutions 
working together. 
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(The Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge
 

Valsecchi Collection at The Fitzwilliam Museum: a Case Study

Valsecchi Collection in the collectors’ home, Cadogan Square, London, 2015

The Fitzwilliam Museum has a long history of accepting private collections of art into its public 
holdings. Like many of Britain’s oldest art institutions, its contents today can very much be described as 
a ‘collection of collections’. In the museum’s Bicentenary year, this tradition continues with the 
temporary loan of more than 100 superb works of art from the Frua-Valsecchi Collection.

Over the past fifty years, Francesca and Massimo Valsecchi, former art dealers themselves, have 
onishingly eclectic range of art, ranging from paintings by Stanley Spencer and Giovanni 

Cariani, furniture by William Burges and Giuseppe Maggiolini and works of art including early 
European porcelain (including a Meissen vulture made for Augustus the Str
Christopher Dresser ceramics, Tiffany, Fabergé and Voysey. 

Until now, this rich and complex assemblage has remained private, displayed in their home in Cadogan 
Square, Chelsea and screened from public view due to the intense modesty
describe their collection as about ‘ideas, not ego’. However, a new renovation
family to Palermo, Sicily, thus precipitating the loan of part of their collection to The Fitzwilliam 
Museum, the art museum of the University of Cambridge, whose director Tim Knox understood the 
donors’ desire for the collection to be used in new and imaginative ways. 

As a contemporary and ongoing long-term loan, part of this private collection now resides, temporarily 
public space. Curators have worked alongside the donors in order to preserve the distinct 

identity of the collection, whilst visually integrating it into the public galleries, creating beautiful, 
challenging, and often surprising juxtapositions. 

illustrated paper will detail the process of this transition and the continuing presence of 
private possessions enriching and enhancing public institutions. It will explain the differences and 
challenges faced in displaying and re-interpreting this collection alongside the rest of the objects in the 
museum, as well as the dynamics of working alongside, and negotiating with, interested and intelligent 
donors, who have their own views on the arrangement and purpose of the collection. It is hoped that 
his paper will make clear the mutual benefits which arise from private collectors and public institutions 
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Cambridge, UK) 

Valsecchi Collection at The Fitzwilliam Museum: a Case Study 

e, Cadogan Square, London, 2015 

The Fitzwilliam Museum has a long history of accepting private collections of art into its public 
holdings. Like many of Britain’s oldest art institutions, its contents today can very much be described as 

m’s Bicentenary year, this tradition continues with the 
Valsecchi Collection. 

Over the past fifty years, Francesca and Massimo Valsecchi, former art dealers themselves, have 
onishingly eclectic range of art, ranging from paintings by Stanley Spencer and Giovanni 

Cariani, furniture by William Burges and Giuseppe Maggiolini and works of art including early 
European porcelain (including a Meissen vulture made for Augustus the Strong’s Japanese Palace), 

Until now, this rich and complex assemblage has remained private, displayed in their home in Cadogan 
Square, Chelsea and screened from public view due to the intense modesty of the collectors who 
describe their collection as about ‘ideas, not ego’. However, a new renovation project has taken the 
family to Palermo, Sicily, thus precipitating the loan of part of their collection to The Fitzwilliam 

University of Cambridge, whose director Tim Knox understood the 

term loan, part of this private collection now resides, temporarily 
public space. Curators have worked alongside the donors in order to preserve the distinct 

identity of the collection, whilst visually integrating it into the public galleries, creating beautiful, 

illustrated paper will detail the process of this transition and the continuing presence of 
private possessions enriching and enhancing public institutions. It will explain the differences and 

collection alongside the rest of the objects in the 
museum, as well as the dynamics of working alongside, and negotiating with, interested and intelligent 
donors, who have their own views on the arrangement and purpose of the collection. It is hoped that 
his paper will make clear the mutual benefits which arise from private collectors and public institutions 
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Helen Ritchie is the Research Assistant in the Department of Applied Arts at The Fitzwilliam Museum, 
Cambridge. After studying at Trinity Hall, University of Cambridge and the University of the Arts London, 
Helen began working with applied arts at the Royal Collection Trust. She has subsequently worked at 
Christie’s, Harrogate Museums and the British Museum. She is the author of A Pass
Hull Grundy and Jewellery from the Harrogate Collection (Harrogate Borough Council, 2014). 

Tom Boggis

Public Collection, Private House: Display of the Heveningham Furniture 

The interiors of Heveningham Hall in Suffolk were completed by James Wyatt (1746
Vanneck family between 1777 and 1784. The interiors include stucco work by Joseph Rose, scagliola 
thought to be by Bartoli, and painted decoration by Bia
the house, amounting to almost 300 objects, represent the largest survival of furniture by Wyatt for any 
of his houses. However, Heveningham remains relatively little known and Wyatt’s position as one of 
the most prolific and versatile architect
considered to be second to that of Robert Adam. This paper will analyse the extent to which 
understanding of Heveningham’s significance, and that of Wyatt, h
history of transition of the house and collection at Heveningham between private and public ownership 
in the 20th century and the disconnected legacy this has created.

In 1970 Heveningham Hall, complete with its in situ orig
Vanneck family for taxation reasons. The Hall and collection were acquired for the nation but in 1981 
the house was sold by the Department of the Environment and returned to private ownership. The 
collection remained in public ownership, held on behalf of the nation, and is now in the care of English 
Heritage. 

Ever since this point at which the house and its contents entered different spheres 
and the collection public – only a small 
with the context in the house for which they were designed. Much of the collection today is in store or 
displayed in ways in which its intended context and identity is not explicit.

The dilemma of the furniture’s display and care, and the tension between public and private, continues 
to be a live issue and remains unresolved. This paper will examine some of the different ways in which 
the collection has been approached since 1981 and will addres
changing and contrasting ownership has led to loss of meaning.
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is the Research Assistant in the Department of Applied Arts at The Fitzwilliam Museum, 
inity Hall, University of Cambridge and the University of the Arts London, 

Helen began working with applied arts at the Royal Collection Trust. She has subsequently worked at 
Christie’s, Harrogate Museums and the British Museum. She is the author of A Pass
Hull Grundy and Jewellery from the Harrogate Collection (Harrogate Borough Council, 2014). 

 
 

Tom Boggis (Holburne Museum, Bath, UK) 
 

Public Collection, Private House: Display of the Heveningham Furniture 
Collection in the 20th Century 

The interiors of Heveningham Hall in Suffolk were completed by James Wyatt (1746
Vanneck family between 1777 and 1784. The interiors include stucco work by Joseph Rose, scagliola 
thought to be by Bartoli, and painted decoration by Biago Rebecca. The contents designed by Wyatt for 
the house, amounting to almost 300 objects, represent the largest survival of furniture by Wyatt for any 
of his houses. However, Heveningham remains relatively little known and Wyatt’s position as one of 

ost prolific and versatile architect-designers of the second half of the 18th century is generally 
considered to be second to that of Robert Adam. This paper will analyse the extent to which 
understanding of Heveningham’s significance, and that of Wyatt, has been affected by the unusual 
history of transition of the house and collection at Heveningham between private and public ownership 
in the 20th century and the disconnected legacy this has created. 

In 1970 Heveningham Hall, complete with its in situ original collection, was sold by descendants of the 
Vanneck family for taxation reasons. The Hall and collection were acquired for the nation but in 1981 
the house was sold by the Department of the Environment and returned to private ownership. The 

remained in public ownership, held on behalf of the nation, and is now in the care of English 

Ever since this point at which the house and its contents entered different spheres 
only a small proportion of Wyatt’s contents have been successfully reunited 

with the context in the house for which they were designed. Much of the collection today is in store or 
displayed in ways in which its intended context and identity is not explicit. 

of the furniture’s display and care, and the tension between public and private, continues 
to be a live issue and remains unresolved. This paper will examine some of the different ways in which 
the collection has been approached since 1981 and will address the question of the extent to which 
changing and contrasting ownership has led to loss of meaning.  
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is the Research Assistant in the Department of Applied Arts at The Fitzwilliam Museum, 
inity Hall, University of Cambridge and the University of the Arts London, 

Helen began working with applied arts at the Royal Collection Trust. She has subsequently worked at 
Christie’s, Harrogate Museums and the British Museum. She is the author of A Passionate Collector: Mrs 
Hull Grundy and Jewellery from the Harrogate Collection (Harrogate Borough Council, 2014).  

Public Collection, Private House: Display of the Heveningham Furniture  

The interiors of Heveningham Hall in Suffolk were completed by James Wyatt (1746-1813) for the 
Vanneck family between 1777 and 1784. The interiors include stucco work by Joseph Rose, scagliola 

go Rebecca. The contents designed by Wyatt for 
the house, amounting to almost 300 objects, represent the largest survival of furniture by Wyatt for any 
of his houses. However, Heveningham remains relatively little known and Wyatt’s position as one of 

designers of the second half of the 18th century is generally 
considered to be second to that of Robert Adam. This paper will analyse the extent to which 

as been affected by the unusual 
history of transition of the house and collection at Heveningham between private and public ownership 

inal collection, was sold by descendants of the 
Vanneck family for taxation reasons. The Hall and collection were acquired for the nation but in 1981 
the house was sold by the Department of the Environment and returned to private ownership. The 

remained in public ownership, held on behalf of the nation, and is now in the care of English 

Ever since this point at which the house and its contents entered different spheres – the house private 
proportion of Wyatt’s contents have been successfully reunited 

with the context in the house for which they were designed. Much of the collection today is in store or 

of the furniture’s display and care, and the tension between public and private, continues 
to be a live issue and remains unresolved. This paper will examine some of the different ways in which 

s the question of the extent to which 
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Tom Boggis is Senior Curator at the Holburne Museum in Bath. He has ten years’ curatorial and historic 
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